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A B S T R A C T
Event-based systems are of tremendous importance for a wide range
of distributed applications interacting with physical processes, e. g.,
traffic management, financial services, manufacturing processes, or
health services. Event-based systems support to monitor, analyze
events of interest efficiently. Therefore, they enable distributed ap-
plications to respond to detected events in the form of appropriate
actions. Event-based systems provide as part of the publish/subscribe
paradigm, mechanisms for the scalable integration of a variety of in-
formation sources, e. g., dedicated sensor networks, mobile devices,
or cameras. In addition, event-based systems allow as part of the
event processing paradigm to detect correlations between events from
distinct information sources. Event-based systems ensure two impor-
tant forms of decoupling of importance building scalable distributed
applications. Decoupling producers of information and consumers
of information by ensuring that neither producers need to keep state
on the interested consumers nor consumers need to know the pro-
ducers of information, is a key principle for scalable communications.
Furthermore, a step-wise correlation from primary events to events
of importance for distributed applications is an enabler to specify
distributed applications independent from the underlying sensor in-
frastructure at hand.
In this thesis, we present and discuss principles of building scal-
able and robust event-based systems. On the one hand, this requires
distributed mechanisms to fulfill a wide spectrum of distinct appli-
cation requirements, e. g., being bandwidth efficient and providing
events with low end-to-end latency. On the other hand, the under-
lying mechanisms for event-based systems need to deal with many
levels of dynamics, e. g., dynamics in the rate at which events are pro-
duced, dynamics in the interest of producers and consumers, mobility
of consumer and producer, failures and changing security privileges
to access events. In the context of mechanisms for event distribution,
operator execution, operator migration, operator recovery and secure
access to events, we highlight problems in the scalable and robust
design of those mechanisms. We give an overview on related work
in the field and present in a tutorial manner the ideas of six own
contributions for realizing distributed event-based systems.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N
1.1 event-based communications
Detecting
situational changes
is important for
many distributed
applications
The ability to autonomously adapt to changing situational conditions
is inherent in a broad range of application domains including the
Internet of Things (IoT). Logistics, manufacturing, financial services,
health care, traffic monitoring, or energy management, are just a few
examples for processes which need to adapt to changes such as traffic
conditions, the status of a production step, or the health status of a
patient. Being aware of such changes, these processes can adapt by
triggering actions like changing the route of a vehicle, modifying the
manufacturing process or simply triggering an alarm.
As part of this adaptive process, applications can build on an in-
creasing variety and tremendous number of information sources, e. g.,
billions of IoT devices comprising sensors, mobile phones, cameras
and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) readers, but also web feeds
or databases, to understand and detect when situational changes are
happening. Furthermore, applications in these domains are highly IoT resources provide
huge variety and
number of
information sources
distributed and comprise many entities, e. g., the navigator of a vehi-
cle, the controller of a machine, or the monitoring unit of a patient,
that perform concurrent and often independent local adaptations.
In order to avoid performance bottlenecks and allow for a continu-
ous evolution of applications and their underlying infrastructure, en-
suring a decoupling of interacting entities is a key design principle [23].
A decoupling of detecting situational changes from the actual appli- Decoupling is
needed for scalability
and evolvability
cation logic allows for modifications on the way detecting situational
changes without the need to modify the application logic itself. More-
over, a decoupling in the communication of producers and consumers
of information releases the application knowing and directly interact-
ing with every information source. This a common and important
bottleneck that must be overcome in a wide range of distributed ap-
plications. Ensuring a decoupling, helps and is essential that many
entities can benefit from and participate in the process of detecting
situational changes. Event-based
communications is a
paradigm ensuring a
decoupling in
detecting situational
changes
Event-based communications has evolved as the key paradigm in re-
alizing a decoupling in the process of detecting situational changes
and notifying applications about their happenings. In an event-based
system, i. e., a system for realizing event-based communications, the
happening of situational change is encapsulated by the notion of an
event. Applications interact with an event-based system by subscrib-
ing to events in the role of an event consumer and producing events
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in the role of an event producer. An important property of an event-
based system is that producers and consumers of information can in-
teract without explicit knowledge about each other. Furthermore, the
event-based system can transform low-level events (corresponding to
primary sensor data) to complex events (corresponding to situational
changes) of interest to the application. In event-based systems these
properties are addressed by (complex) event processing and publish/-
subscribe systems.
The decoupling of event-based communications is widely recog-
nized as a key ingredient for building scalable distributed applica-
tions. Nevertheless, a decoupling alone is not sufficient to ensure thatEvent-based based
communications
must meet in a
scalable and reliable
way application
requirements
event-based systems can meet a wide range of important application
requirements like low latency delivery, mobility of users, reliability in
the presence of failures. In order to fulfill such requirements, event-
based systems have to account for many design decisions. These
comprise which processing entities, e.g. dedicated servers, mobile
devices participate in detecting a situation, and how and to which en-
tities events should be forwarded. Furthermore, event-based systems
have to combine forwarding mechanisms for ensuring reliability and
security, dealing with dynamic changes such as dynamic subscrip-
tions and unsubscriptions to events, load variations of events, and
failures.
Therefore, an understanding on design and adaption principles is
highly important for event-based systems to meet distinct require-
ments in a wide range of conditions.
1.2 thesis goals and problems
As part of this thesis, we aim to offer the reader an in-depth un-
derstanding in design decision, mechanisms, and methods for build-
ing scalable and robust event-based systems that can meet a variety
of distinct application requirements. Most prominent application re-Publish/subscribe
and event processing
are central
paradigms for
establishing a
decoupling between
producers and
consumers
quirements covered in this thesis comprise bandwidth efficiency, low
latency, mobility, reliability, and security. We concentrate on two cen-
tral paradigms in realizing a decoupling between event producers
and event consumers. Publish/subscribe, offers mechanisms and meth-
ods to route events from producers to interested consumers. Event
processing is a a paradigm to accomplish the transformation of pri-
mary events to complex events. For these paradigms, we introduce
key problems, corresponding related work and contributions of our
own in the field. In the following we give an overview on the key
problems detailed in subsequent chapters of the the thesis.
In the context of publish/subscribe a broker network routes events
from event producers to event consumers. A key challenge for brokerPublish/subscribe
problems networks is that the interest of consumers can vary significantly and
frequently change. Therefore, in this thesis we aim to analyze andProblem 1.1:
scalable routing and
topology
management
1.2 thesis goals and problems 3
introduce mechanisms that accomplish the broker functionality in a
highly decentralized way in order to support a large number of pro-
ducers and consumers and yet meet specific application requirements.
This requires appropriate routing algorithms and topology manage-
ment mechanisms to ensure brokers can route events from producers
to consumers according to application requirements at hand (Prob-
lem 1.1).
A central application requirement —being bandwidth efficient—
depends on the ability of consumers to express subscriptions to events
in a fine-grained manner. However, other additional but conflicting Problem 1.2:
multiple application
requirements
application requirements, e. g., end-to-end latency, can suffer from
very fine-grained specifications of subscriptions. Therefore, we study
as part of the thesis mechanisms that allow to adapt and control the
granularity at which subscriptions are specified in order to account
for multiple application requirements (Problem 1.2).
Furthermore, we aim to understand and propose methods to re-
move important performance bottlenecks by accounting for the un-
derlying communication infrastructure (Problem 1.3). As part of this Problem 1.3:
removing
bottlenecks by
hardware
acceleration
thesis we study such performance bottlenecks and analyze how they
can be removed by building on more flexible mechanisms in control-
ling communication networks as provided by Software-defined Net-
working (SDN).
Another important application requirement which stays in conflict
to both latency-sensitive and bandwidth-efficient routing of events is
ensuring the confidentiality of events a highly distributed compute
and communication infrastructure. This requires both appropriate Problem 1.4:
scalable key
management
mechanisms to encrypt and verify the authenticity of events and a
corresponding scalable key management (Problem 1.4).
In the context of event processing the brokers also detect correlations,
i. e., pattern occurring in the incoming event streams. Whenever an Event processing
problemsevent pattern is detected the broker produces in turn complex events.
The logic in detecting event patterns, i. e., the algorithm to detect a
complex event, is commonly encapsulated in form of an operator. Op-
erators can be placed and executed on brokers in the network. More-
over, multiple dependent correlations can be modeled by an operator
graph.
In order to ensure stable end-to-end latency, the operator’s speed
in processing events needs to catch up with the arrival rate of events.
Since in event-based systems the arrival rate of events can vary heav- Problem 2.1:
Parallelization of
operators
ily, the rates can easily exceed the processing capacity of a single
broker. As part of the thesis, we deal with the dynamic scaling of the
operator’s processing speed by parallelizing the operator logic. We
discuss methods for the parallel execution of operators and adaptive
algorithms in changing the parallelization degree to meet predictable
end-to-end latency bounds (Problem 2.1).
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The placement of operators of an operator graph heavily influ-
ences the ability of event processing to meet application requirements.
Especially mobility of consumer can frequently change the optimalProblem 2.2:
Operator migrations placement and requires frequent migrations. In the cause of mobil-
ity also the context of the user and its interest can change. This
requires operators to dynamically select events from producers at
distinct locations. As part of the operator migration problem, we
look into the problem of efficiently moving the operator state and
provide mobility-aware mechanisms for event specification and pro-
cessing (Problem 2.2).
In the presence of failures, e. g., a crash of a broker, event process-
ing systems should still be able to detect and deliver events of interest
of consumers. As part of the reliable event processing problem (Prob-Problem 2.3:
Reliability lem 2.3, we investigate mechanisms that allow to efficiently recover
from failures and ensure at the same time an acceptable run-time
overhead. Furthermore, we aim to ensure the consistent processing
of events, e. g., the mechanisms should avoid delivering events which
would not be detected in failure free execution (no false positives)
and ensure all detectable events will eventually be detected (no false
negative detection).
1.3 contributions
In addressing Problems 1.1–1.4 and Problems 2.1–2.3, the cumulative
habilitation thesis contributes with six published findings (F1–F6).
Publications F1–F3 contribute to mechanisms for publish/subscribe
and publications F4–F6 to mechanisms for event processing.
F1: Muhammad Adnan Tariq, Boris Koldehofe, Gerald Georg Koch,
Imran Khan, and Kurt Rothermel. “Meeting subscriber-defined
QoS constraints in publish/subscribe systems.” In: Concurrency
and Computation: Practice and Experience. Wiley, 2011, 23.11,
pp. 2140–2153. doi: 10.1002/cpe.1751
F2: Sukanya Bhowmik, Muhammad Adnan Tariq, Boris Koldehofe,
Frank Dürr, Thomas Kohler, and Kurt Rothermel. “High Per-
formance Publish/Subscribe Middleware in Software-Defined
Networks.” In: IEEE/ACM Transactions on Networking. IEEE,
2017, 25.3, pp. 1501–1516. doi: 10.1109/tnet.2016.2632970
F3: Muhammad Adnan Tariq, Boris Koldehofe, and Kurt Rother-
mel. “Securing Broker-Less Publish/Subscribe Systems Using
Identity-Based Encryption.” In: IEEE Transactions on Parallel and
Distributed Systems. IEEE, 2014, 25.2, pp. 518–528. doi: 10.1109/
tpds.2013.256
F4: Ruben Mayer, Boris Koldehofe, and Kurt Rothermel. “Pre-
dictable Low-Latency Event Detection With Parallel Complex
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Figure 1.1: Overview of Contributions.
Event Processing.” In: IEEE Internet of Things Journal. IEEE,
2015, 2.4, pp. 274–286. doi: 10.1109/jiot.2015.2397316
F5: Beate Ottenwälder, Boris Koldehofe, Kurt Rothermel, Ki-
rak Hong, David Lillethun, and Umakishore Ramachandran.
“MCEP: A Mobility-Aware Complex Event Processing System.”
In: ACM Transactions on Internet Technology. ACM Press, 2014,
14.1, pp. 1–24. doi: 10.1145/2633688
F6: Boris Koldehofe, Ruben Mayer, Umakishore Ramachandran,
Kurt Rothermel, and Marco Völz. “Rollback-recovery with-
out checkpoints in distributed event processing systems.” In:
Proceedings of the 7th ACM international conference on Distributed
event-based systems (DEBS '13). ACM Press, 2013, pp. 27–38. doi:
10.1145/2488222.2488259
Figure 1.1 gives a more detailed overview of the contributions from
the perspective of a distributed application comprising event pro-
ducers, that publish with the publish/subscribe paradigm and cor-
responding mechanisms (F1–F3) events. Event consumers are asyn-
chronously notified about events based on their subscriptions. In
addition the distributed application can specify and efficiently detect
event patterns (correlations) by building on appropriate mechanisms
of event processing (F4–F6). The mechanisms for event processing are
adapted subject to application requirements such as latency (F1, F2),
bandwidth efficiency (F1, F5), mobility support (F3), reliability (F5)
and security (F6). Corresponding mechanisms, i. e., mechanisms for
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event distribution (F1,F2), operator execution (F4), operator migra-
tion (F5), operator recovery (F6), and access control (F2) are realized
over a distributed infrastructure comprising things and user devices,
servers, and network elements. The mechanisms for realizing the
mechanisms of an event-based system can build on abstractions for
virtual compute, software-defined networking, and virtual sensors.
1.4 thesis structure
The remainder of the habilitation thesis is structured as follows: In
Chapter 2 we first introduce necessary models and notation, we will
use in the subsequent chapters. Chapter 3–Chapter 7 deal with one
of five specific mechanisms
1. event distribution
2. operator execution
3. operator migration
4. operator recovery
5. access control
illustrated in Figure 1.1. Each of these chapters follows the same
structure, namely introducing into the research problems, discusses
related work, and presents in a tutorial style solutions based on own
contributions (F1–F6). Finally, Chapter 8 gives concluding remarks
and an outlook on future work in the field.
2
B A C K G R O U N D E V E N T- B A S E D C O M M U N I C AT I O N S
In this chapter, we introduce the basic models we build on realizing
distributed event-based systems. In particular, we provide a basic
understanding of events and their representation. We introduce the
basic system model for building distributed applications over event-
based systems. Furthermore, we state a geometric representation for
subscriptions of consumers and advertisements of producers, intro-
duce models for the execution of operators and their distributed exe-
cution in the form of the operator graph model.
2.1 event model
As noted by Luckam [68], an event in a human context corresponds
to the happening of something. Transferred to IT-systems, an event
corresponds to any piece of information an IT-system may act upon,
for instance adjusting a cooling system once a significant rise in tem-
perature has been observed, or changing the traffic flow once a traffic
jam has been detected. In order to be able to process events, an event
needs to have some general representation that allows accessing im-
portant properties of the event and describes its nature. A common
representation that has been successfully adapted in distributed and
event-based systems [38] is to represent an event by a set of attribute
value pairs whereas a primary attribute may be used to characterize
the type of the event. For instance, an event of type weather may
carry information related to attributes humidity and temperature.
More formally an event consists of an event type and a set of at-
tribute value pairs, i. e., e = 〈type : name | a1 : v1, . . . , ad, : vd〉,
whereas for each specific attribute name ai, vi can accept values in
domain Di. Wherever the event type is not needed, we will also use
the simpler notation for events e = 〈a1 : v1, . . . , ad, : vd〉. The set of
recognized attributes {a1, . . . , ad} of an event-based system and its
values in D = Π Di span the possible event space of an event-based
system. Therefore, any event e ∈ D can be geometrically represented
as a d-dimensional point in the event space D.
The key objectives of event-based systems are to be informed, but
also to understand the cause and correlation of events. This requires
events to carry timestamps to decide on their order and the time of
occurrence. A logical timestamp, e. g., a sequence number, allows or-
dering events while a chronological timestamp indicates the actual
wall clock time when the event has occurred. Especially when detect-
ing temporal correlation, we will build on the fact that events carry
8 background event-based communications
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Figure 2.1: This figure illustrates the basic interactions between a distributed
application and an event-based system.
timestamps to deterministically order and detect temporal correlation
between events.
2.2 distributed system model
A distributed application consists of producers Pi and consumers Cj
of events (Figure 2.1). Producers announce in the form of advertise-
ments events they intend to publish. Whenever a producer observes
an event, it will publish the event to the event-based system. Con-
sumers register their interest in the form of a subscription to the event-
based system and will be notified about published events of interest.
The events can be primary events published by the producers or com-
plex events which are detected by the event-based system. The dis-
tributed application can define how events are correlated, by defining
operators that will be executed over the event streams.
A set of brokers {B1, . . . , Bk} —forming together a broker network—
accomplishes the functionality of routing events from producers to
consumers and detecting correlations. Brokers can be any entity
of the infrastructure capable of processing the logic of the opera-
tor. In this work, we consider a wide range of computational re-
sources, including end-devices, servers, and network elements, e. g.,
programmable switches.
2.3 subscriptions and advertisements
A subscription s posed by a consumer C defines which events are of in-
terest to C. A consumer can express interest in an event by specifying
a subspace s ⊂ D that constraints the attribute values of interest to the
subscriber. Figure 2.2 illustrates the geometric relationship between
subscriptions and events within the event space. While an event is
a d-dimensional point within the event space, the subscription is a
subspace in which events matching the subscription are comprised.
For the time a subscription s is valid, C will receive an event stream
2.4 operator model 9
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Figure 2.3: This figure shows the basic principle in correlating events from
incoming streams at an operator. The operator detects a pattern
—here a sequence of event A followed by event B— restricted to
a window.
comprising events matching s ordered by the logical timestamps. We
will denote by S the set of subscriptions which are registered with
the event-based system and refer by |S| as the number of registered
subscriptions of an event-based system.
Similar an advertisement adv is an announcement by a producer P
to specify in which subspace of the event space, P intends to publish
events. Therefore, any e published by P with adv should yield e ∈
adv. We will denote by A the set of advertisements registered with
the event-based system and refer by |A| to the number of registered
advertisements. Advertisements and subscriptions can be used by
the brokers of the event-based system to establish bandwidth efficient
routes between producers and consumers of events. We measure the
overhead dependent on |A| and |S|.
2.4 operator model
An operator ω produces an outgoing event stream Iout based on events
received from its input streams I1, . . . , Ik (cf. Figure 2.3a). The oper-
ator works on a partial substream of its incoming events named win-
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Entity Notation Entity Notation
producer P consumer C
broker B operator ω
set of operators Ω stream I
operator graph G(Ω, I) advertisement adv
set of advertisements A subscription s
set of subscriptions S (complex) event e
attribute a value v
domain D window W
event space D
Table 2.1: Notation used within the thesis
dow and aims to detect an event pattern comprised in the window (cf.
Figure 2.3b. The operators execute a sequence of correlation steps. At
the beginning of the correlation step, the operator updates its window
W, i. e., the operator selects the events of relevance for the correlation
step. For instance, in Figure 2.3b after updating to window Wi, the
operator performs the next correlation step with respect to the events
B, C, and A. The operator will check whether the window comprises
a specific pattern, e. g., a sequence of A followed by a B. A correla-
tion step ends when a pattern can or cannot be successfully detected.
If the pattern can be detected in the window, then the operator will
produce based on the pattern one or multiple complex events. In the
example, Seq(A, B) is not comprised in Wi, but after updating the
window to Wj, the pattern can be detected. For updating and defin-
ing windows over an event stream, event processing systems offer
many different policies, e. g., selecting a count of events or based on
the timestamp. In addition, event processing systems provide policies
that allow evicting events from windows (consumption policies), and
resolve ambiguities in event patterns (parameter contexts). Event pro-
cessing systems also offer timestamping mechanisms for the complex
event, e. g., the timestamp for the complex event will be the largest
timestamp of an event comprised in the detected event pattern.
The outgoing stream of an operator can serve as an input stream
of another operator. Therefore, the multiple dependent operators can
form an operator Graph G(Ω, I) where streams in I interconnect op-
erators in Ω. Any broker of the event-based system can execute the
operators in Ω.
In Table 2.1 we give an overview of the basic notation used in the
remainder of the thesis.
3
E V E N T D I S T R I B U T I O N
Event distribution is the process of forwarding events from an event
producer to all event consumers with a matching subscription. In par-
ticular, publish/subscribe is a key paradigm for establishing a decou-
pling between event producers and event consumers. In this chapter,
we will motivate and illustrate important aspects that arise in the con-
text of the event distribution problem and help publish/subscribe to
meet Quality of Service (QoS) requirements under high dynamics (cf.
research questions RQ1.1-1.3)
We focus on the design of broker overlays and corresponding rout-
ing mechanisms (cf. Section 3.1), motivate the need for adaptation
between fine-grained and coarse-grained approximation of subscrip-
tions to meet QoS requirements (cf. Section 3.1.2), and illustrate how
underlay specific abstractions help to improve bandwidth-efficiency
and latency (cf. Section 3.1.3). After an overview of the state of the
art, we explain the following own contributions to meet QoS under
high dynamics (F1) as well as to support high performant event dis-
tribution (F2):
F1: Muhammad Adnan Tariq, Boris Koldehofe, Gerald Georg Koch,
Imran Khan, and Kurt Rothermel. “Meeting subscriber-defined
QoS constraints in publish/subscribe systems.” In: Concurrency
and Computation: Practice and Experience. Wiley, 2011, 23.11,
pp. 2140–2153. doi: 10.1002/cpe.1751
F2: Sukanya Bhowmik, Muhammad Adnan Tariq, Boris Koldehofe,
Frank Dürr, Thomas Kohler, and Kurt Rothermel. “High Per-
formance Publish/Subscribe Middleware in Software-Defined
Networks.” In: IEEE/ACM Transactions on Networking. IEEE,
2017, 25.3, pp. 1501–1516. doi: 10.1109/tnet.2016.2632970
3.1 the event distribution problem
In publish/subscribe a decoupling of event producers and consumers
is achieved by relying on a network of interconnected brokers. The
brokers collaboratively manage an event distribution structure com-
posed of directed transport-layer links between pairs of brokers, this
way forming a broker overlay. The formation of a broker overlay is ac-
complished by the brokers collecting from producers and consumers
information on subscriptions and advertisements. As a consequence,
producers and consumers do not need to keep information on each
other in order to publish and receive events (cf. situation in Fig-
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Figure 3.1: Without a broker network each producer needs to keep track of
its consumers and ensure events are forwarded
ure 3.1a). The work in forwarding events is delegated and shared
by the broker network (cf. situation in Figure 3.1b).
The mechanisms for managing and adapting the broker network
need to ensure correctness and fulfill the QoS requirements of pro-
ducers and consumers. Most importantly, (R1) the broker network
has to ensure that every event published by a producer is received by
any consumer with a matching subscription. Furthermore, important
QoS requirements like (R2) end-to-end latency and (R3) bandwidth-
efficiency need to be ensured by the mechanisms of a broker network.
While publish/subscribe mechanisms comprise many more correct-
ness criteria and QoS attributes, we focus here for the sake of under-
standability on requirements R1–R3. Nevertheless, further aspects
like resilience to failures, mobility, and security are discussed in the
context of subsequent chapters in the context of event processing.
The key problem for event distribution is to ensure correctness and
QoS (i. e., R1–R3) under dynamics that occur during the execution of
a publish/subscribe system. The causes of dynamics are manifold.
New subscriptions or unsubscriptions can occur while event distri-
bution takes place. Fluctuations in the availability of network and
processing resources can require changes in the broker overlay. The
occurrence and therefore the rate of produced events can highly fluc-
tuate. The many faces of dynamics can occur in combination. This
makes it extremely challenging to meet correctness and QoS and en-
sure the overlay remains scalable with many consumers and produc-
ers.
In the following we introduce three key aspects: i) routing and over-
lay structures that decide how events are routed through the network,
ii) the subscription granularity that influences the overhead and effi-
ciency at which an overlay can forward events, iii) underlay awareness
in order to improve bandwidth-efficiency and accelerate the distribu-
tion of events.
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Figure 3.2: Filtering and channelization
3.1.1 Event routing and Broker Overlays
Event routing is a mechanism performed by each broker to decide on
which of its outgoing links (determined by the broker overlay) event
messages are forwarded. An event routing mechanism in combina-
tion with a broker overlay must ensure that all consumers receive
those events matching their subscriptions. More precisely, the over-
lay management has to ensure that there exists at least one path from
every producer to every consumer in the overlay. In addition, the
routing algorithm has to ensure for every possible produced event
that the corresponding distribution tree—rooted at the producer of
the event— covers all consumers interested in the event. Recall, each
event can be of relevance to a distinct set of consumers and therefore
uses different paths to reach all its consumers.
Concerning QoS, the path length and the quality of communica-
tion links are important metrics for an overlay. Both metrics influ-
ence bandwidth usage and end-to-end latency. Similarly, event rout-
ing itself impacts the ability of a publish/subscribe system to meet
QoS properties. For example, to be highly bandwidth-efficient in the
course of event routing, the broker may install on each of its out-
going links a filter operator (cf. Figure 3.2a). As an alternative, the
overlay may color its outgoing links by classifying events by types
and corresponding channels (cf. Figure 3.2b), which reduces the time
in performing forwarding decisions.
In the presence of dynamics, it is therefore important that event
routing and overlay mechanisms
1. ensure the connectivity of the overlay even under frequent changes,
2. reduce the number of unnecessary messages (transmissions) for
bandwidth-efficiency,
3. ensure the processing overhead and the path length corresponds
to the latency and bandwidth constraints specified by consumers
and brokers.
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Figure 3.3: The figure shows different ways to define subscriptions for
events of interest to a consumer (black) by using coarse and fine-
grained subscriptions.
3.1.2 Subscription Granularity
To define the interest in events there exists both coarse- and fine-grained
subscription models. A coarse-grained subscription limits the num-
ber of attributes of the event space to describe the interest in events.
Furthermore, a coarse-grained subscription model can limit the set
of possible restrictions on attribute values, e. g., by using categories
or classes as known for topic-based publish/subscribe. The advan-
tage of applying coarse-grained subscription models is a simpler and
faster encoding as well as performance gains for matching events
against subscriptions. For instance, in Figure 3.3a the coarse-grained
subscription comprises only a single attribute. At the downside a
coarse-grained subscription may lead to additional overhead in terms
of bandwidth usage, e. g., in Figure 3.3a the events in red will be for-
warded to the consumer with subscription s1 although they are not
useful to the consumer. Contrary, a fine-grained subscription can
help to reduce unnecessary transmissions of events (we refer to as
false positives) but leads to additional complexity in filtering events
and processing and encoding subscriptions. For example, Figure 3.3b
requires to match every event against two dimensions using multiple
subscriptions to avoid unnecessary transmissions.
Whether a more coarse- or fine-grained subscription is suitable de-
pends not only on the concrete set of subscriptions but on the concrete
event load generated by the producers and also at the concrete re-
sources and their usage. Therefore, under changing conditions of the
event load or the usage of resources, adapting the subscription granu-
larity can be an important approach to meet the QoS requirements of
consumers. However, adapting the granularity of subscriptions also
requires to
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Figure 3.4: The figure shows potential efficiency gains when event routing
becomes underlay aware.
1. minimize the impact of adapting subscription granularity on
reconfiguring broker overlay,
2. represent subscriptions such that the coarsening and refinement
of subscriptions to meet the QoS requirements are facilitated.
3.1.3 Underlay awareness and in-network operations
In order to provide QoS for an overlay network, it is essential to un-
derstand the properties of overlay links including their capacities and
delays. This is a very complex task since the performance of a link
depends on a number of distinct mechanisms which are not visible
above the network transport layer and can even change. In addition,
the sharing of resources and therefore the occurrence of capacity lim-
its cannot be controlled by the broker overlay. However, a rough
estimate of the performance of an overlay link can be obtained by
monitoring its conditions. To cope with uncertain state information,
the overlay may introduce sufficient redundancy to overcome bottle-
necks at specific links and ensure that the performance gracefully
degrades with the dynamics of the overlay.
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In modern network infrastructures, Software-defined Networking
(SDN) offers abstractions to configure the underlying network and
control the network traffic. In addition, Software-defined Network-
ing (SDN) allows bringing functionality on high performant hardware
components that are commonly deployed on network elements like
switches, e. g., performing line-rate packet header processing. There-
fore, SDN networks have also a high potential to improve the per-
formance of broker overlays by avoiding redundant messaging and
by accelerating the processing speed for events by offloading broker
functionality to the network.
Figure 3.4 illustrates possible efficiency gains that can be accom-
plished by a Software-defined Network. In Figure 3.4a the process-
ing and forwarding of events are performed without awareness of
the underlying network link. In consequence, messages are sent mul-
tiple times over an underlay link, and in every processing step the
event needs to be processed by logic which resides at the application
layer. In Figure 3.4b the broker functionality is realized by a network
element, i. e., a switch, avoiding duplicates of event messages on com-
munication links, but also accelerating the speed at which events are
processed. This requires
1. appropriate representations of events and subscriptions in order
to be able to perform event matching at the network layer,
2. methods for efficiently controlling and adapting the data plane
dependent on dynamic subscriptions and unsubscriptions.
3.2 related work
The decoupling of producers and consumers —and this way building
scalable distributed applications— has been a key motivation for pub-
lish/subscribe. For building suitable and scalable broker networks,
bandwidth-efficiency by utilizing the diversity of producers and con-
sumer has become one of the dominating research directions in build-
ing publish/subscribe for many producers and consumers.
Dependent on the application domains, many different paradigms
like topic-based publish/subscribe and content-based publish/sub-
scribe [38] have evolved. Each of the paradigms supports a differ-
ent level at which diversity of information can be utilized, which
strongly relates to the expressiveness of the corresponding subscrip-
tion models. The idea of topic-based publish/subscribe [92] is to
classify events by distinct categories, e. g., a twitter hashtag that cate-
gorizes the channel over which corresponding events can be received.
Realizing such a channel typical corresponds to forming a group of
brokers, e. g., building a multicast group to efficiently forward events
with respect to the channel. Extensions of the model have also pro-
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posed hierarchies [8] which can be useful in order to describe events
with respect to organizations or locations.
However, for many applications where the interest in events de-
pends on the attribute values, the content-based publish/subscribe
model —we already introduced in Chapter 2— offers more flexibility
by restricting the interest to ranges of values along multiple dimen-
sions. Content-based publish/subscribe systems like Gryphon [11],
JEDI [29], Hermes [87], Siena [24], Rebeca [74], Padres [52], Spine [20]
and SpoVNet’s Event Service [108, 112] demonstrated that the content-
based subscription model is the key to highly bandwidth-efficient
communications.
There are two key principles for accomplishing content-based pub-
lish/subscribe, i. e., to build on in-network filtering [24, 107] and clus-
tering of similar subscriptions [106]. In addition, the design of broker
networks has been driven by being highly robust to dynamic changes
in the subscriptions. Accomplishing a decentralized organization of
the broker overlay, as accomplished in our contribution [107], allows
for building a highly scalable broker overlay which is entirely self-
managed by the consumers and producers. In addition, to counter-
act dynamic situations recent work has also looked into introducing
more flexibility in subscription models by allowing for parameteriza-
tion [55], i. e., dynamically changing the consumers interest depen-
dent on the context at hand and even to transit between multiple sub-
scription models, i. e., topic-based and content-based at run-time [90].
Since event-based systems are often coupled with physical systems
and business process, e. g., financial transactions, supporting further
QoS attributes such as end-to-end latency [108], reliability [5] and se-
curity (cf. Chapter 7) has been an important research direction. In
reducing end-to-end latency, a key bottleneck for the performance
is that the broker network is realized as an overlay without knowl-
edge on the physical communication infrastructure. Therefore, tra-
ditional network mechanisms like IP-Multicast can outperform pub-
lish/subscribe, however, at the cost of being not bandwidth-efficient.
An important direction of work has been to monitor the underlying
network structure and make the broker overlay agnostic to the under-
lying communication model [32, 56, 63, 109]. Further improvements,
can be accomplished by programming network hardware devices [57,
93]. In our contribution [17] we build on abstractions for Software-
defined Networking in order to manipulate the routing tables inside
the switches and accomplish high performance for content routing.
Building on this findings recent works have looked further how to
efficiently control software-defined publish/subscribe systems in a
scalable way [18] and benefit also from a mix of a programmable net-
work and a traditional broker infrastructure [16]. Further innovations
in SDN, like the popular P4 language, offers additional abstractions to
program the pipeline of network switches [59].
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Figure 3.5: Representation of dz-expressions to address coarse- and fine-
grained subspaces
3.3 contributions
In this section, we will summarize two contributions of this thesis that
help to improve the ability of broker overlays to adapt under dynam-
ics to support latency and bandwidth-efficiency of publish/subscribe
systems.
The first contribution [107] presents an approach to building a
highly decentralized broker network, that can dynamically adapt the
subscription granularity. This way consumers can fulfill latency con-
straints by adapting their bandwidth usage. The second contribu-
tion [17] presents an approach that allows offloading the broker func-
tionality to the Ternary Content Addressable Memory (TCAM) of swit-
ches in SDN. As a result events are processed at line-rate and end-
to-end latency is significantly reduced. Both contributions share a
common subscription model based on spatial indexing.
3.3.1 Subscription Model
The spatial indexing model approximates a subscription by a set of
binary strings of variable length, say DZ = {dz1, . . . , dzn}, where
each string dzi corresponds to a subspace of the event space spanned
by its attributes. In general, the relationship between dzi and dzj can
be described as follows: if dzi is a prefix of dzj, then all events of
the subspace spanned by dzj are comprised in the subspace spanned
by dzi. In particular, the empty string e represents the entire event
space. The string can be generated by a step-wise partitioning of the
event space along each attribute dimension where ”0” corresponds to
a left/lower half of a partition and ”1” to a right/upper half (e. g., the
string ”1” corresponds in Figure 3.5 to the right partition).
Consequently refining a subscription is accomplished by increas-
ing the length of dz in DZ while coarsening a subscription can be
accomplished by reducing the length of subscriptions (e. g., in Fig-
ure 3.5 the subspaces ”10” and ”1010” are both refinements of ”1”).
It is important to note that two dzs of the same length are non over-
lapping. Furthermore, two dz1 and dz2 are overlapping iff either the
subspace of dz1 is completely contained in the subspace of dz2 or vice
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ducer P. The coarseness of a dz-determines the hop distance
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versa. Therefore, the subspace of an empty string e supersedes all
subspaces of the event space.
3.3.2 Adaptive Overlay meeting latency and bandwidth constraints
In [107], we build exactly on the relationship between dz-strings in
the subscription model in order to establish an overlay network. The
brokers in the network are the consumers themselves that perform
event routing with respect to each subspace dz ∈ DZ defining their
subscriptions. For each dz a consumer maintains parents with a su-
perseding subscription and children with refined dz-strings. This en-
sures that once the parent of a consumer with dz receives all events
for its covering subscription, the consumer of dz will also receive all
events of interest. Similarly, a producer connects for each of its dz-
strings approximating its advertisement the root of the subtree com-
prising all dz′ superseded by the subspace of dz (cf. Figure 3.6).
The granularity of the subscriptions controls the hop distance be-
tween a consumer and a producer. Coarse-grained subscriptions of
a consumer are close to the producers, i. e., close to the root of the
distribution tree. Fine-grained subscriptions are close to the bottom
of the overlay network and impose therefore a longer distance to the
root of the distribution tree. Since the subspaces are either contained
in each other or completely disjoint, every consumer only forwards
events that correspond to the interest of the consumer. In the arti-
cle [107], we show that the overlay management helps in fulfilling
individual latency requirements of consumers. Moreover, we explain
that the described mechanisms are very robust to high dynamics in
changes to the subscriptions.
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3.3.3 Underlay awareness with software-defined networking
In [17], we propose a publish/subscribe system named PLEROMA.
PLEROMA accelerates brokers by executing the broker functional-
ity directly on a network switch which forwards events at line-rate
through the network. Offloading the broker functionality to a net-
work switch does not require any modification of the functionality
of the switch itself. We build solely on the control abstractions of-
fered by the OpenFlow standard. Note, many network devices cur-
rently support the OpenFlow standard by the Open Network Foun-
dation (ONF).
Again we use the dz-string encoding to represent and approximate
the events, subscriptions, and advertisements. The dz-string is em-
bedded in a network packet by replacing a specific header field of the
packet. For instance, the IPv6 multicast range offers sufficient space
to embed a sufficient number of dz-strings. Since a publish/subscribe
middleware can be seen as a replacement for multicast services and
does not interfere in the address space of other protocols, it can hence
coexist with other network applications, e. g., unicast traffic. However,
in general, any packet header supported by the OpenFlow standard
can be used to encode an event comprised in a network packet.
For every event published, the controller has to ensure that there ex-
ist corresponding forwarding rules at the Flow Tables of all switches
connecting the producer and all interested consumers (cf. Figure 3.7).
Such a rule comprises a prefix of the event, i. e., a dz of shorter length.
Network switches typically possess a highly efficient hardware imple-
mentation named TCAM that supports the prefix matching in a single
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clock cycle. Hence, events routed through the network are processed
in line-rate without requiring any additional processing at a broker.
In order to establish corresponding forwarding rules, the controller
needs to be informed about subscriptions, unsubscriptions, and ad-
vertisements. For this purpose, a specific IP-address, named IPf ix is
reserved, which consumers and producers use in the packet header in
order to indicate dynamic subscriptions, unsubscriptions, and adver-
tisements. Once such a packet is received by a switch it is forwarded
to the controller which updates the event distribution structure (sim-
ilar to the broker overlay of Section 3.3.2) and updates the flows of
the switches. In doing so, PLEROMA contributes with concepts to
distribute the controller logic, to support the cooperation of multi-
ple domains, and to minimize the utilization of the TCAM —a scarce
and expensive resource. In experiments, we showed for virtualized
switches as well as for hardware switches, that offloading brokers to
the network give tremendous gains with respect to end-to-end latency.
While traditional overlay networks typically operate in the order of
milliseconds, with PLEROMA’s implementation we could measure
end-to-end latency in the order of microseconds.

4
O P E R AT O R E X E C U T I O N
The performance of an event processing system strongly depends on
where and how the deployed operators are executed. In this chapter,
we will focus on the problem of ensuring predictable performance of
event processing under varying event load. To this end, we address
the problem of adaptive operator execution. We focus on how to
adapt the rate at which operators can consume and produce events
by studying methods for the parallel execution of operators. This
chapter builds on the following contribution:
F4: Ruben Mayer, Boris Koldehofe, and Kurt Rothermel. “Predictable
Low-Latency Event Detection With Parallel Complex Event Pro-
cessing.” In: IEEE Internet of Things Journal. IEEE, 2015, 2.4,
pp. 274–286. doi: 10.1109/jiot.2015.2397316
4.1 the adaptive operator execution problem
An event processing system executes the processing logic required to
detect events. The processing logic determines the processing steps
needed to derive outgoing streams of complex events. The processing
logic —often specified by a SQL-like query— can be decomposed into
several dependent operators forming an operator graph G(Ω, I) com-
prised of operators ω ∈ Ω and streams I ⊂ Ω ×Ω interconnecting
the operators. For instance, Figure 4.1 illustrates an operator graph
detecting changes in the status of road segments (congested / non-
congested) by i) aggregating measurements on the speed of vehicles
on a specific road segment over a time-restricted window, ii) detecting
changes in the aggregated values that correspond to a changed status
of a road segment, iii) and filtering status updates of road segments of
interest to consumers for updating their individual traffic routes. The
event processing system has to allocate resources for the execution
of each operator. In the context of Figure 4.1 this can be typical IoT
resources, like things, edge servers or cloud servers. The process of
mapping the operators to processing resources is called operator place-
ment. The placement influences the ability of event processing to meet
QoS in multiple ways. For instance, the computational speed of pro-
cessing resources and their utilization determines the rate at which
events can be processed and therefore the achievable throughput in
processing events. In addition, the location and communication inter-
faces to interconnect the operators determine communication latency
and bandwidth usage.
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Figure 4.1: An operator graph for detecting changes in the status (congested,
non-congested) of road segments. The operators are placed on
IoT resources at distinct locations. Some operators can be paral-
lelized in order to increase the throughput in processing events.
In this chapter, we focus on offering predictable end-to-end latency
for the execution of operators under varying event load. To under-
stand the challenge, consider the situation in which the rate at which
events arrive at an operator overloads the computational resource
hosting the operator. The queuing time of events will increase and
the latency until the corresponding complex event can be detected
will exhibit increased delays. In order to mitigate the effects of over-
load situations, the event-processing system needs a way to scale the
computational resource to adjust its processing rate to the arrival rate
of events.
One way to achieve this is to migrate the operator to a different
computational resource which increases the processing rate of the op-
erator, i. e., improve the operator placement with respect to through-
put. However, scaling physical computational resources is limited to
the maximum processing capabilities of the available resources. For
example, in Figure 4.1 the best processing rate is bounded by the
best available server instance, most likely located in the cloud. Fur-
thermore, moving an operator to a remote location may decrease the
efficiency of an operator placement with respect to bandwidth usage,
e. g., transmitting all measurements to a cloud server. An alternative
is to increase the number of computational instances hosting the op-
erator by means of parallelization. For instance, the operator µVN
is realized by multiple operator instances concurrently operating on
the same incoming event stream. This raises two problems, namely
how to best parallelize the operator logic (cf. Section 4.1.1) and how
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Figure 4.2: The figure illustrates how splitting policies impact the correct
detection of complex events.
to adapt the parallelization degree (cf. Section 4.1.2) in order to meet
end-to-end latency bounds.
4.1.1 Operator Parallelization
In order to adapt to varying load, the parallel execution of an oper-
ator provides means to scale the processing resources of an operator.
This poses the problem of introducing a dynamic level of concurrency
which can be adjusted to the changes of the event load.
A most basic parallelization technique —similar to writing concur-
rent programs— is to parallelize the steps performed by the event
processing logic. The achievable parallelism depends on the concrete
operator. To understand some inherent limitations of this paralleliza-
tion technique in more detail, consider the sequence of windows of
events W1, . . . , Wn processed by an operator ω. Following the event
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processing model introduced in Chapter 2, each window Wi possibly
comprises one event pattern to be detected in a specific processing
step of ω. Furthermore, let the corresponding processing logic fω
define the mapping of each Wi to the set of produced events after
the completion of a processing step. For each window Wi, fω(Wi)
can be parallelized by several threads working cooperatively in or-
der to produce events. For instance, a parallelization of fω could be
obtained by describing the detection logic as a finite state automa-
ton (FSA) [98]. A partition of the distinct states of the automaton
exhibits a pipeline parallelism that allows to speed up the execution
of fω utilizing multiple threads. Note, that the parallel execution of
fω(Wi) will reduce the time to process a specific window. However,
the speedup is unrelated to the arrival rate of windows that need to
be processes, therefore a significant increase in event load may not be
compensated by changing the parallelization degree. For instance, in
the parallel FSA model the parallelization degree is bounded by the
number of states of the FSA model.
A promising alternative is to assign to each window Wi —once
it is available at ω, a distinct operator instance with the same pro-
cessing logic but own processing resources. This would bound —
always assuming a sufficient number of parallel working operator
instances is available— the end-to-end latency by the worst-case ex-
ecution time for fω(Wi). A challenge for this technique, named data
parallelism, is to deal with the dependencies of subsequent windows
and consequently find appropriate partitions of the event stream to
substreams processed by the operator instances. In particular, the
partition model has to determine split points in the event stream that
ensure the substreams processed by an operator instance comprise all
necessary events to detect the events of interest. Figure 4.2 illustrates
exemplary problems in selecting a split point. The split points in Fig-
ure 4.2a lead to duplicates in detecting the same sequence of events
A and B. In Figure 4.2b A and B are located in distinct partitions
leading to false negative detections of events.
Key requirements for introducing operator parallelisms are there-
fore to find partitioning models that
1. can efficiently partition the event stream between a dynamic
number of operator instances,
2. ensure that the events produced from sequential and parallel
executions remain indistinguishable,
3. preserve the expressiveness of complex event processing in de-
tecting event patterns.
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4.1.2 Adaptation of the parallization degree
In addition to efficiently partition the event stream, the parallelization
degree needs to be adapted dependent on the rate at which events ar-
rive at an operator. While the central goal is to ensure predictable
end-to-end latency, it is important to minimize also the resource us-
age. The resource usage is determined by the number of parallel
operator instances. Therefore, we aim to avoid i) operator instances
consuming unnecessary processing resources, and ii) overload situ-
ations due to under provisioning, i. e., by deploying an insufficient
number of operator instances.
Under the premises that splitting and merging costs of streams
remain negligible (e. g., can be performed at line-rate), the end-to-
end latency can be modeled by a queuing system. As part of the
queuing system, windows of events, i. e., Wi, will be enqueued in a
waiting buffer until they are served by an operating instance. Each
window has a service time which depends on the processing task,
i. e., the concrete correlation logic, and the processing capabilities of
the resource hosting the operator instance.
With queuing theory, one can model for a given probability distri-
bution of events and an estimation of the service time, the probability
that the queuing delay will remain below a latency threshold ∆max.
Consequently, to guarantee a latency of ∆max with a probability p, a
parallelization algorithm aims to choose the smallest number of in-
stances that result in a probability p′ > p to satisfy ∆max.
It is important to note that in general neither the event distribu-
tion, nor the characteristics of the execution environment, are known
beforehand and depend very much on the application and computa-
tional resources available. In order to be able to provide predictable
latency this requires
1. to correctly capture and predict dynamically the probability dis-
tribution of the event arrival time
2. capture performance profiles of operators and determine the
service time for windows depending on concrete processing re-
sources.
4.2 related work
The need for the distributed execution to meet Quality of Service
Constraints has been motivated by a significant number of research
works in the context of the operator placement problem. One of the
key problems addressed by contributions to the operator placement
problem is to fulfill QoS demands while minimizing the cost in terms
of resources [65]. A wide range of mechanisms for optimizing the
operator placement have been proposed addressing different QoS de-
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mands such as to achieve low latency [1], to minimize bandwidth [86,
91, 94], to lower message overhead [104], as well as to preserve trust
and privacy [35] and even cope with dynamically changing QoS con-
straints [70].
To cope with performance bottlenecks due to dynamic event loads
research works have proposed the parallelization of operators. For
approaches addressing the parallelization of CEP operators one can
distinguish between intra-operator parallelization [10, 45, 115] and
data parallelization [47]. Both approaches deal with the difficulty
that CEP operators build up internal processing state. Stateful op-
erators prohibit applying simplistic parallelization algorithms [97] if
inconsistencies are to be avoided. The principle behind intra-operator
parallelization is to speed up the service rate of an operator by build-
ing a pipeline of dependent, but concurrently executable tasks imple-
menting the operator logic. Since an intra-operator parallelization is
highly operator dependent, initial works [45, 115] focused on how to
find good parallelization for specific operators, e.g., join, sequence
and aggregation operators. To reduce the effort in finding tasks to be
pipelined, recent work [10] allows for automatically deducting them
from a query specification building on a finite state machine (FSM)
model for detecting events. Although intra-operator parallelization
helps increasing the service rate, the degree of achievable parallelism
is inherently bounded. In the underlying FSM model the maximum
degree is bounded by the number of states in the FSM determined by
the number of variables in the query.
Data parallelization [47] is a promising alternative to overcome the
limitation posed by intra-operator parallelization regarding the de-
gree of parallelization. The critical issue of data parallelization is to
efficiently determine a suitable partitioning model. Almost all ex-
isting approaches that build on data parallelization, e.g., Nephele/-
PACTs [13], Storm [6], Dryad [51], MapReduce Online [28], Stream
MapReduce [22] and Schneider et. al. [98] establish key-based parti-
tioning models. The main idea is to group events by means of a key,
e.g., by a globally known location attribute. The splitter can partition
the stream by deploying a filter for each of its parallel operator in-
stances. The events of the incoming stream are then matched against
the filters of the operator instances. However, this assignment is static,
i.e., no dynamic changes to the assignment of key values to operator
instances can be performed without the risk of losing operator state
and therefore cause inconsistencies in the set of detected events. As
a consequence, adapting the parallelization degree is hard to achieve
for stateful operators. Furthermore, the capability for parallelizing
the operators depends on the number of distinct keys that allow for
a meaningful partitioning of the event stream. For many operators, a
key that enables the grouping of events that belong to a pattern of in-
terest is not available at all. This applies for instance to operators that
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Figure 4.3: This figure illustrates the basic approach to parallelize the execu-
tion of the event processing system.
match the occurrence of an aperiodic event bounded by two arbitrary
events, as it is defined in the aperiodic operator in the Snoop event
specification language [25]. Building on the contribution of this the-
sis, subsequent work has looked at optimizing the bandwidth usage
by batching several windows [72]. In this way the overlap between
different partitions and the overlap between different windows can
be reduced.
4.3 contributions
In this section, we briefly summarize work of our own [71] that con-
tributes to the dynamic scaling of operators execution to meet qual-
ity of service constraints. The work proposes a model for the effi-
cient and scalable partitioning of event streams which ensures that
sequential and parallel executions remain indistinguishable. Further-
more, building on the model the work proposes a method to dy-
namically adapt the parallelization degree under dynamic workloads.
More specifically, the proposed approach ensures under dynamic
inter-arrival times of events and a given QoS specification (∆max, p)
the following: For all windows Wi arriving at operator ω, the period
of time defined by the arrival of a window Wi and the detection of all
event patterns comprised in Wi, is bounded by the delay ∆max with
probability p.
The parallelization approach follows the split-merge architecture
depicted in Figure 4.3a. The operator maintains a set of dynamically
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allocated operator instances, each operating on a specific partition
of the event stream. The partitions and their assignment to opera-
tor instances is determined by the splitter. In order to support the
efficient partitioning of event streams and ensure the parallel event
stream remains indistinguishable from a sequential one, the partition
model allows the specification of the splitting logic in form of two
predicates that are applied to each arriving event. The predicates —
if evaluated to true— open a new partition to be processed by an
operator instance or close an open partition.
In case of the example, in Section 4.1.1 (cf. Figure 4.2) we can define
the predicates for opening and closing a partition as follows:
1. The predicate Popen(e) evaluates to true and opens a new win-
dow whenever e = A.
2. The predicate Pclose(e) evaluates to true if the maximum window
size of a partition has been reached.
Since for each occurrence of A a new partition is opened, the execu-
tion will ensure that two instances of A are never comprised in the
same partition. Therefore the situation of Figure 4.2a leading to du-
plicates is avoided. Moreover, any B that follows an A and complies
with the window restrictions will also be comprised in the same par-
tition, hence avoiding the problem of false negatives in Figure 4.2b.
Dependent on the context at hand, also more complex dependen-
cies between subsequent windows can be modeled as known from
expressive event correlation languages like Snoop [25]. For example,
unlike with key-based predicates it is also possible to reason on con-
ditions which depend on the context of an event, e. g., describing the
window boundaries dependent on the occurrences of events. Most
corresponding predicates can be realized by constant time operations
and therefore constitute only little overhead in finding corresponding
partitions.
In order to adapt the parallelization degree the work builds on a
queuing system to determine the number of parallel instances depen-
dent on p and ∆max (cf. Figure 4.3a). The queuing system allows to de-
termine a stable parallelization degree for a specific probability distri-
bution of the inter-arrival time. Nevertheless, in event-based systems,
the distribution of inter-arrival-times between events can change and
therefore the parallelization degree must be adapted to meet ∆max
with a given p. To account for such changes the parallelization ap-
proach performs periodically a sampling of the workload distribu-
tion (cf. Figure 4.3b). By comparing the observed workload to dif-
ferent distributions, the best fitting distribution offering a worst-case
approximation of the sampled work load is selected. The expected fu-
ture distribution is predicted based on a time series prediction. There-
fore, the correct number of operator instances can be deployed ahead
of a window’s arrival time. Similarly, following a profiling approach
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the service time distribution for processing a window with respect to
distinct processing resources is sampled.
The evaluation of the parallelization approach shows that depend-
ing on the overlap of windows, the splitter is capable of processing
up to 100.000 events per seconds on standard server hardware. This
determines the maximum arrival rate at which queuing delays at the
splitter can be avoided. Furthermore, it is shown that the queuing
model is capable of keeping event buffers below a threshold —in con-
sequence ensures stable processing latencies— for a specified proba-
bility p. Contrary, reactive approaches accounting only for the cur-
rent state of processing resources encounter very large variations in
the buffer sizes leading at times to unpredictable delays in detecting
events.

5
O P E R AT O R M I G R AT I O N
In addition to dynamic changes in the event load (as discussed in
Chapter 4), an event processing system has to adapt to dynamic con-
ditions dependent on the availability of resources and the location of
sources and sinks. If the available resources do not suffice to meet QoS
requirements or new resources allow ensuring QoS at a lower cost, a
change of the operator placement must be performed, and operators
need to migrate to different resources. This poses the problem of mi-
grating operator state in a non-disruptive manner between brokers of
the broker network.
In this chapter, we focus on the problem of operator migration and
context-aware adaptation of event processing systems. In particular,
we consider mobility of producers and consumers as a key trigger for
changing the operator placement. We highlight principles that allow
event-based systems to operate in such a dynamic environment by in-
troducing methods for performing mobility-driven reconfigurations
of the operator graph and non-disruptive operator migrations. This
chapter builds on the following contribution:
F5: Beate Ottenwälder, Boris Koldehofe, Kurt Rothermel, Ki-
rak Hong, David Lillethun, and Umakishore Ramachandran.
“MCEP: A Mobility-Aware Complex Event Processing System.”
In: ACM Transactions on Internet Technology. ACM Press, 2014,
14.1, pp. 1–24. doi: 10.1145/2633688
5.1 the operator migration problem
To illustrate the operator migration problem, recap the traffic infor-
mation scenario motivated in Section 4.1 for which consumers are
interested in road conditions in their proximity (cf. Figure 5.1). To
define more accurately its interest, a consumer may define a context
restriction in form of a range query, which is updated whenever the
consumer’s location changes. Therefore, the event processing system
has to connect to new data sources dynamically. In order to meet QoS
requirements with respect to latency and bandwidth usage, the state
of the operator may need to be dynamically migrated dependent on
the point at which producers and consumers access the network. As
part of such a migration, a new target for the operator has to be se-
lected, the state of the current operator needs be transferred and the
migrated operator needs to connect to its incoming event streams.
A key objective when performing migrations is to ensure that mi-
grations do not disrupt the execution of the event processing sys-
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Figure 5.1: In this figure the interest in traffic information depends on the lo-
cation of the consumer. With changes of the consumer’s context,
operators have to perform correlations with respect to a different
set of event sources.
tem. Functionally, an execution with migrations should be indistin-
guishable from an execution without migrations. In consequence,
the produced event streams must comprise the same events and pre-
serve their order independent of the occurrence of migrations. That
is particularly difficult in a mobile environment, where the process-
ing steps depend on the consumer’s context. Therefore, operators
may frequently need to connect and disconnect to input streams that
match the context of the consumer.
In this chapter, we therefore focus on two central problems. First,
we will look into extending the query semantics so that the operators
can take context changes of users into account, and dynamically select
event streams dependent on the current context of users. Second, we
deal with the problem of supporting migrations of operator graphs
in such a dynamic environment.
5.1.1 Query support for mobile producers and consumers
In the standard operator graph model introduced in Chapter 2 pro-
ducers and consumers are statically linked to the operator graph. In
order to account for changes in the interest, e. g., for updating a con-
text restriction on a region of interest, in a naïve solution the con-
sumer unsubscribes and poses a new query. This imposes a number
of complications —and in turn overhead— both for the consumers
and the control of the event processing system. Consumers will en-
counter overhead because for location updates they need to initiate
an unsubscription and subscription for every new query actively. The
brokers of the event processing system will also encounter overhead.
For every new subscription the event processing system has to de-
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ploy the query. This costs overhead for the allocation of temporary
redundant resources and imposes delays needed for initialization of
the operators.
To counteract such effects, a worthwhile approach is to predeploy
frequently used operator graphs. For instance, in the traffic scenario,
each region of interest may operate its own instance of the operator
graph. However, even for busy road segments, e. g., highways on the
German road network, predeployment has been analyzed to be waste-
ful in the usage of resources [61]. The overhead measured in terms
of necessary predeployments raises significantly with the precision
at which the predeployment is required to cover the actual region of
interest. For instance, consider a 2-dimensional spatial query. Reduc-
ing the error at which the query matches a spatial context restriction
by a factor of 2, would increase the number of necessary predeployed
operator graphs by a factor of 4 and for d dimensions by 2d.
The alternative to supporting changing interests is to allow for a pa-
rameterization of the query by defining a context restriction which is
updated automatically dependent on a dynamic context attribute of
the user. Similar to the concept of information decoupling the appli-
cation only requires to specify the context restrictions and thereafter
receives all events of interest. The event processing system can allo-
cate the resources which match the current demand of the consumers.
In addition, it is also possible to reuse state, e. g., information that is
available due to overlapping context restrictions.
In consequence, an event processing system with mobility support
can improve precision and resource usage by a dynamic reconfigu-
ration of the operators’ state dependent on updates to the context
restrictions. Whenever an update of the context restriction occurs,
the event processing system needs to identify at an operator when to
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switch the incoming event stream to match the new context restric-
tions and ensure, at the same time, the detected event stream does
not contain false positives and false negatives, i. e., is consistent. The
difficulties that arise to support consistent updates are illustrated in
a simple example (cf. Figure 5.2). Given a context restriction in the
form of a range query, the operator execution has to determine the
point in time when to switch from the context-restricted event stream
of R1 to the context-restricted event stream of R2. If this change oc-
curs at an arbitrary point in time, Wi comprises events with respect
to two different ranges which in turn can lead to false positive and
false negative detection of situations (e. g., detecting or not detecting
an obstacle on the left or right road lane).
Another question that arises in the context of the example is the
definition of an appropriate consistency model. Consider that some
events are detected with respect to R1, others with respect to R2. In
what order should the events be delivered to the consumer? This
requires
1. the suitable definition of a consistency model for the delivery of
context-restricted data streams,
2. methods for reconfiguring dependent operators to comply with
consistency models with dynamic context restrictions.
5.1.2 Planning migrations
Let us follow up on the example of mobile consumers with chang-
ing context restrictions. The consumer will change its access point
to the network dynamically, in consequence, the available resources
and the properties of resources can change, e. g., communication de-
lay and bandwidth capacity to reach the resource. In response to
such changes, an event processing system will dynamically update
the operator placement to fulfill the consumer’s QoS constraint and to
improve the cost-efficient utilization of resources.
Finding a new placement imposes a delay. In particular, for many
cost functions and constraints the optimal operator placement prob-
lem is known to be an NP-hard problem [58]. If the resource usage
changes very dynamically —and in turn the optimal placement—,
a better, but not optimal placement may allow anticipating changes
faster. In addition to the time to plan for a better operator placement,
additional time is needed to setup a new operator instance, migrate
the current state to the new operator instance, and ensure that the
event streams will be redirected.
The necessary amount of state to migrate an operator instance, can
be significant, i. e., comprising internal state on detecting the event
pattern, the windows of events ready to be processed by the opera-
tor, and often also contextual information that can be used to enrich
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and help to detect event patterns, e. g., a database for recognizing
faces on a camera stream. In order to avoid downtimes the event
processing system will allocate additional resources for redundant
operator instances and duplications of packets. Therefore, the mi-
gration costs are an important additional constraint to the operator
placement problem. They also determine the time when an event
processing system can benefit from an improved placement.
It is important to note that the amount of state to be transferred as
part of a migration is varying over time. In particular, the internal
state of the operator for detecting an event is typically empty after a
window has been entirely processed by an operator. Therefore, the
event processing system may restrict the points in time when a mi-
gration step is initialized or simply postpone a migration dependent
on the progress in processing a window of events.
In order to ensure that necessary context information and streams
are transferred in time to the new operator instance, the operator
placement may also build on prediction models to anticipate future
migration points, based on the updates to context restrictions. For
example, considering the mobility pattern of the consumer, the event
processing system can foresee the location updates of the consumers
and predict the performance of a future placement.
This requires
1. methods for minimizing the amount of state to be transferred,
2. methods for planning migrations dependent on the mobility
models of users.
5.2 related work
Dynamic context restrictions have originally been explored in the
context of moving range queries [44, 116]. A moving range query re-
turns (sensor) data in a consumer-specified range and updates the
obtained result upon changes to the location of a moving consumer.
The context attribute that triggers updates is also denoted as focal
object. For example, a consumer’s moving range is always updated
with the nearest taxis in a 500m radius. These queries allow access-
ing filtered and aggregated sensor data [43, 105, 116]. However, the
stateless semantics of a range query only allows operations that cor-
respond to selecting events, but not to detect complex event patterns.
Furthermore, a moving range query aims for finding all events of a
range at a given time, but not all events that were produced within
a temporal range. In order to detect event patterns reliably along the
temporal dimension, it is important to ensure that all events selected
in a window are complete and can be processed in temporal order.
The issue to relieve the user in subscribing to a specific context
restriction has also been addressed for parameterized publish/sub-
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scribe systems [55]. Similar to moving range queries, the supported
operations on event streams are in essence a selection of events, and
therefore stateless operations. Realizing stateful operations over para-
metrizable publish/subscribe systems also requires consistently or-
dered event streams, respecting both the temporal order and the or-
der of updates to context restrictions.
For the dynamic reconfiguration of operator graphs, approaches
mainly focus on adapting the operator graph to dynamic event rates
(cf. Section 4.1). In addition to the aforementioned parallelization of
operators (cf. Chapter 4), solutions cover methods known from query
optimization such as changing the order of operators [7] or the ac-
cess pattern to event streams [33]. Per se, such mechanisms do not
allow coping with the dynamics imposed by mobility-driven situa-
tional applications. Up to the proposal of Mobile Complex Event
Processing (MCEP) [81] —a system of our own we detail in the next
section—, the Borealis system [1, 37] offered the best support for mo-
bile event processing. Borealis allows for on-the-fly query modifica-
tions by altering or replacing processing components, e. g., when an
operator is moved to a new location. Furthermore, the system also
supports time-travel methods which rewind a continuous query to
access historic event streams, an important concept to initialize the
state of an operator after a migration. Nevertheless, to comply with a
consistent operation in the presence of changes to the context restric-
tion, it is important that each operator can determine the state and
required updates to reconfigure in an autonomous way. Furthermore,
as part of operator reconfigurations there is a huge optimization po-
tential by building on dependencies between consecutive updates of
the context restrictions, e. g., the overlap in event streams between
two ranges R1 and R2.
Improvements in end-to-end latency and communication costs are
achieved in these systems by placing operators on computing nodes
close to sources to minimize network traffic and delay [31, 48, 65].
Most of these approaches are tailored for scenarios with infrequent
changes, i. e., where sensors and consumers are not mobile. There-
fore, either the impact of migration costs on the placement strategy
or amortization of these costs are not considered.
Recent works —in parts building on the contribution of this thesis—
investigated the problem of dynamically migrating operators in a
device-to-device communication model. In doing so, the approach
by Starks et. al [104] optimizes the availability of event streams under
the high dynamics of the network topology formed by the directly
communicating devices. Dwarakanath et al. [36] deeply analyze the
state model that allows for fine-grained state updates and trade-offs
between incremental state transfer of operators and the initialization
of operators from historic event streams. The problem of state transfer
relates also to the problem of reliable event processing (cf. Chapter 6),
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Figure 5.3: The figure shows the issues in achieving spatial-temporal consis-
tent event streams.
namely when keeping redundant operator instances or recovering the
operator state after failures. Adaptive CEP [114] and Transition capa-
ble complex event processing (TCEP) [70] also deal with the problem
of changing the behavior of a CEP system dependent on the user con-
text by dynamic changes to the required QoS. Those works explore a
method for exchanging the underlying mechanisms of the CEP sys-
tem as part of a transition [4]. Therefore, dynamic operator migrations
can become necessary. TCEP aims to minimize the migration cost that
results from such a transition of placement mechanisms.
5.3 contributions
In this section, we summarize contributions of our own on Mobile
Complex Event Processing (MCEP) [81]. MCEP allows processing events
in a spatial-temporal order imposed by dynamic updates of context
restrictions. In difference to traditional moving range queries, a con-
text restriction in MCEP is defined over all dependent processing steps
of an operator graph. The events are delivered according to a consis-
tency model that enforces an order of events along two dimensions:
a temporal dimension (for events of each valid context restriction)
as well as a spatial dimension (following the sequence of updates of
context restrictions). As part of MCEP we have proposed methods to
dynamically reconfigure the operator graph in order to comply with
this spatial-temporal consistency model. In this way, the reconfigura-
tion capabilities of MCEP enable applications to describe with high
precision their context restriction. Furthermore, we have proposed
methods for dynamically migrating operators in order to minimize
the resource usage in a non-disruptive way and account for latency
constraints of a consumer and bandwidth efficiency.
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In more detail, the underlying consistency model accounts for a
sequence of range updates R1, . . . , RN , each valid for a sequence of
time spans ∆1, . . . ,∆N . A spatial-temporal consistent execution delivers
for each range Ri, all events that can be detected over windows Wj
which overlap with the time span ∆i for which Ri was valid. The
order of those events respects the temporal order of the timestamped
events. Moreover, the spatial-temporal consistent execution ensures
that the order of events respects the order of range updates, i. e., if
an event ei is produced for Ri and ej is produced for Rj then ei is
delivered ahead of ej if i < j.
For example, in Figure 5.3a the time span ∆i+1 for which Ri+1 be-
comes valid is determined for ω→ by start(Ri+1) and end(Ri+1) which
corresponds to the time of occurrence for the range updates Ri+1 and
Ri+2, respectively. Since Wi+1,1 and Wi+1,n overlap with ∆i+1, a deliv-
ery in temporal order is ensured for all events produced with respect
to the windows in [Wi+1,1, . . . , Wi+1,n].
Note that detecting all events of the partially overlapping window
Wi+1,1 can require to process events ahead of start(Ri+1). For exam-
ple, the preceding operator ωa has to produce all events comprised
in Wi+1,1. In order to detect all necessary events each operator de-
termines in MCEP an extended time span dependent on the window
boundaries of its succeeding operators. For each operator ωj of the
operator graph, MCEP determines a minimal offsets (startj, endj) to
extend the operator’s time span appropriately. In consequence, each
operator receives from its predecessors exactly those events that it re-
quires to process for producing a spatial-temporal consistent stream.
When an operator has produced all events with respect to a range
Ri, it will send a marker message separating the stream between two
ranges (cf.Figure 5.3b). The marker, therefore, helps for all succeed-
ing operators, including the consumers, to understand that all subse-
quent events need to be interpreted with respect to a new range. In
response to a marker message, an operator completes processing its
window, forwards all produced events to the successor and collects
from its successor the offset boundaries of the new range. Based on
these boundaries the operator can determine its own offset and notify
its predecessors on the offset values valid for the next range.
The efficiency at which reconfigurations can be performed depends
on the concrete window semantics and the synchronization overhead.
For instance, certain window semantics like a fixed-size sliding win-
dow would allow skipping the collection phase, but determine the off-
sets locally by interpreting the successor’s windows semantics. More-
over, the reconfiguration can benefit from the spatial overlap of ranges,
reducing the number of events to be transmitted to fill the first win-
dows. This yields a bandwidth reduction and reduces at the same
time the latency until the first events can be detected right after a
range update.
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Figure 5.4: In this figure the uncertainty about the access to the network is
captured in a Markov model.
In order to improve the placement of operators under the dynam-
ics of mobile consumers and context restrictions, we have proposed,
as part of MCEP, mechanisms for the dynamic migration of opera-
tors. To minimize the resource usage (e. g., processing resources and
bandwidth) and comply with QoS constraints of the consumer (e. g.,
latency restrictions), the migration approach accounts for the state of
the operators, i. e., migration points are selected which minimize the
state that needs to be transferred. Furthermore, to avoid downtimes
of the operators, necessary state like context information and dupli-
cated events needs to be transferred ahead of the actual migration
time.
In consequence, the target to which the operator will be migrated
needs to be decided under uncertainty of the location. Building on
the mobility models of consumers, MCEP maintains a model that de-
scribes for a specific time the probability that a node will access the
network through a specific broker Bi. In Figure 5.4 the mobility model
shows how the car is moving over time. In particular, the connectivity
to a broker changes because of the car’s mobility. At t1 it is certain
due to the car’s communication range that the car will connect to the
network via B1. Similarly, at time t3 the car will connect to broker
B2. However, at time t2 the car may access the network either via B1
or B2 since both brokers are in communication range. MCEP models
this dynamic behavior as a Markov process, where each state of the
Markov process corresponds to a configuration of how the consumer
accesses the network at time ti. For example, in Figure 5.4 there ex-
ist two states for time t2, each reachable from the state (B1, t1) with
probability 0.5. Each such configuration can have a different optimal
placement of operators, and each imposes a cost for migrating the
operators when transiting with a probability from one state to the
next one. Hence, solving the placement problem for each state of the
Markov Process model and accounting for the transition probabilities
of states, leads to a graph in which edges correspond to changes in
the placements of operators. The weights of edges define the resource
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cost imposed by changing to a different placement including the cost
of migrating operators.
MCEP provides methods to determine the best migration path from
a sink that corresponds to the current location to a destination de-
fined by the mobility model. The cost for determining the migration
path depends on the placement mechanism and the number of states
that are considered in the Markov Process model. For example, if the
mobility model imposes high uncertainty, the event processing sys-
tem may restrict the scope for which migrations are planned ahead
of time reducing the number of states as well as coarsening the time
steps to be considered. The event processing system may also build
on distinct placement mechanisms which require different time to
converge, but also differ in the quality of their solution. A dominant
factor for the migration cost is the overall state to be transferred. If
this state varies faster than the time steps of the Markov model the
state transfer can be postponed (this is the typical behavior observed
in our evaluation studies). An alternative is to model the cost depen-
dent on the operator’s internal state anticipated at time ti.
In order to realize the state transfer MCEP builds on recovery mech-
anisms we will discuss in Chapter 6. For a detailed evaluation of the
trade-offs of the discussed design decisions in the context of a traffic
scenario we refer also to [83] and [61]. Moreover, in [82] we extended
the reconfiguration and migration approach of MCEP to account also
for overlapping context restrictions of multiple consumers.
6
O P E R AT O R R E C O V E RY
In the previous chapters, we observed that operators of the operator
graph are executed in a distributed environment. Moreover, we ob-
served that the set of detected events and the order in which events
are delivered depends on how reconfigurations and dynamic place-
ment of operators are performed. When failures occur, event process-
ing is highly susceptible to out-of-order delivery of events as well
as false positive and false negative detection of events. In particu-
lar, node failures are a major cause that can lead to situations where
operator state is entirely lost.
In this chapter, we analyze and propose mechanisms that support
the consistent processing of event streams in situations where the
hosts of operators can fail and lost operator state must be recovered.
Such mechanisms impose additional overhead for an event process-
ing system in two main dimensions: i) at run-time to prepare for
failures, and ii) at recovery time to respond to failures. Therefore,
a central objective is to minimize the overall recovery overhead and
find a good trade-off between preparing for failures and the recovery
of operators state. This chapter builds on the following contribution:
F6: Boris Koldehofe, Ruben Mayer, Umakishore Ramachandran,
Kurt Rothermel, and Marco Völz. “Rollback-recovery with-
out checkpoints in distributed event processing systems.” In:
Proceedings of the 7th ACM international conference on Distributed
event-based systems (DEBS '13). ACM Press, 2013, pp. 27–38. doi:
10.1145/2488222.2488259
6.1 the reliable event processing problem
While the placement of operators on multiple distinct processing re-
sources helps increasing the performance of an event processing sys-
tem, it also causes event processing systems to become more suscepti-
ble to failures. The failure, e. g., a crash, of a single node hosting oper-
ators can cause the operator state to be lost and in this way render the
produced event stream useless in the form of false negative or false
positive (e. g., for the "not" operator) detection of events. The prob-
ability of failures raises with the number of distinct non-replicated
nodes over which the operator graph is distributed. Wherever false
positives and false negatives are not acceptable an event processing
system must be complemented by additional reliability mechanisms.
In the reminder of this chapter, we will concentrate for the sake of
simplicity on failures according to the fail-stop failure model, i. e., in
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response to a failure a failed node hosting operators will stop doing
any computational work and stop sending messages. For dealing
with limitations of this failure model we refer to well-known comple-
mentary reliability mechanisms, e. g., using stable storage for crash
recovery [62] or building on cryptographic signatures to deal with
Byzantine failures [34].
In the situation of a crash-stop failure, the event processing system
has to be able to respond to recover the lost operator state based on in-
formation available on other nodes or communication channels in or-
der to avoid a false negative and false positive detection of events. Re-
search in distributed systems proposed a wide range of mechanisms
such as replication [96], error recovery and compensation [89], fail-
ure detection [26], and timestamping [66, 99] that can be composed
to respond to failures. The way those mechanisms are composed de-
pends on the concrete consistency specification at hand. The consis-
tency specification determines the guarantees, but also the overhead
needed to enforce them. Note, that we have already stated a strong
consistency specification for dynamics in former chapters. We can
adopt this specification for the situation of node failures, i. e., a strong
consistent execution will ensure, in the presence of node failures, the
stream of produced events to be indistinguishable from an execution
without failures. In more detail, we require from the event processing
system to ensure for an observed set of input streams I the following
properties:
• Completeness: The event processing system eventually detects all
events for I, i. e., no false negatives.
• Correctness: The event processing system does not generate new
events for I, i. e., no false positives.
• Order: The events can be processed in a deterministic order,
respecting their temporal timestamps.
The consistency specification could be relaxed, e. g., enforcing the or-
der of events only eventually, possibly reducing the overhead of en-
suring reliability at the cost of intermediate false positives and nega-
tives.
In this chapter, we focus on a strong consistency model for event
processing which applies to situations were false positives and nega-
tives are not acceptable. In order to ensure strong consistency, we ad-
dress two key problems. We have to ensure that each operator works
on its incoming streams in a deterministic order under failures. This
requires concepts to detect disorder of events, e. g., by appropriate
time stamping mechanisms and cope with the late arrival of events.
Moreover, we have to consider concepts for recovering lost state. This
allows for two design decisions, the replication of operator state and
the recovery of operator state from checkpoints.
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Figure 6.1: This figure illustrates the difference between arrival and process-
ing order of events.
6.1.1 Completeness and order of event streams
The events that can be detected by an operator depend on the set
of observable incoming events. Let W denote the window restrict-
ing the events to be processed in a processing step, then the correct
detection of an event pattern requires that all events within W are
available (completeness) and that the events can be processed in a
deterministic order (total order). For example, Figure 6.1 illustrates
several problems that can occur in an event processing system due
to disorder, late notifications, or loss of events. In the example, the
arrival of events 〈A, t : 5〉 and 〈B, v1, t : 7〉 does not follow the order
of events imposed by t. Without further mechanisms the situation
before receiving 〈B, v1, t : 7〉 is indistinguishable from a situation
were both events did not occur or simply due to failures the events
were lost. The operator may not be able to detect the sequence, or
even detect a sequence comprising a different value v2 instead of v1
comprised in 〈B, v1, t : 7〉.
Although the example focuses only on a single window and opera-
tor instance, it is important to note that in a distributed event process-
ing system the processing of events happens over multiple dependent
windows and several operator instances, e. g., replicas, which have to
agree on the same set of events and their order. In particular, we
require the following reliability properties:
• R1: Each produced event of a correct source will be eventually
processed by all correct operator instances with a matching in-
put stream.
• R2: Each event that has been processed by a correct operator
instance for a window W will also be contained in any other
processed window W ′ with a matching input stream.
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• R3: If ei and ej are events, the events will be processed in the
same order by all windows W with matching subscriptions.
Property R1 ensures that once an event ei has been admitted by
the event-based system, all correct operator instances will be able to
access ei in all relevant processing steps. Property R2 is important
to account for faulty sources. Before such a source is detected to be
faulty, events still can be admitted to the event-based system. Prop-
erty R2 will ensure once an event is admitted, it will be consistently
processed by all dependent operator instances. Finally, Property R3
ensures that events can be processed in deterministic order.
In realizing properties R1–R3 multiple brokers and sources must
agree on the set of admitted events and their order. For efficient
processing, events can carry in addition to the temporal timestamps
determined at each source and operator, logical timestamps that al-
low identifying missing and unordered events in the stream. Addi-
tionally, markup events generated by event producer may indicate a
time interval for which no events will follow and help succeeding
operators to order incoming events from distinct producers. Further-
more, the temporal timestamping mechanism for produced events is
required to be deterministic, i. e., it is a deterministic function over
the temporal timestamps carried by events of the incoming streams,
e. g., taking the min/max temporal timestamp of events imposing an
event pattern.
In summary, this requires suitable coordination and timestamping
mechanisms and
1. methods for efficiently ensuring a deterministic ordering of events,
2. methods for ensuring completeness of the event stream,
3. methods for ensuring the availability of events until all events
that depend on the event have been detected.
6.1.2 Recovery from node failures
Even if all produced events can be reliably accessed, i. e., all produced
events of a stream I can be processed in the same order and are com-
pletely transferred, failures of nodes hosting operators can lead to
the situation that the processing state is lost and in consequence not
all events that could be detected will also be produced. In case of a
node failure, the operator needs to be recovered in a way that it will
produce the same sequence of events as in a failure free execution.
For performing a recovery, there exist two basic design decisions.
For the first design decision —sometimes referred to as replicated
state machine— the operator’s state is replicated on multiple nodes.
All replicas take as input the same deterministically ordered event
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Figure 6.2: This figure shows the recovery of an operator upon a failure.
stream and as a result produce the same events. Therefore, the run-
time overhead raises with each replica in terms of redundant pro-
cessing overhead as well as in terms of bandwidth consumption for
redundantly transmitted event streams. An alternative way of achiev-
ing reliable processing of events is to perform checkpointing, i. e., pe-
riodically store the state of an operator in the form of a snapshot.
Upon a failure the snapshot can be recovered on any node. After
the snapshot is recovered, the node needs to replay all incoming
events from the checkpoint at which the snapshot was taken. In a
failure-free execution, the run-time overhead can be controlled by the
frequency of snapshots and the point in time the snapshot is taken.
Recall from Chapter 5 that the internal state depends on the process-
ing state of an operator. Ideally, a snapshot avoids any internal state
to be transferred to other nodes. The checkpointing methods, on the
other hand, increases the recovery time depending on the frequency
at which snapshots were taken and the size of the state that needs to
be recovered.
When applying methods for checkpointing, it is important to notice
that the recovery of events depends on the processing results of pre-
ceding operators. Therefore, recovery mechanisms for checkpointing
need also to account for multiple dependent failures when recovering
an operator’s state.
Overall, dealing with recovery requires to deal with
1. methods for minimizing the runtime overhead of event process-
ing and accomplishing acceptable recovery times,
2. methods for coping with dependent failures in the recovery of
operators.
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6.2 related work
Originally, work on event processing focused on the execution mod-
els and the expressive specification of events [2, 25, 41]. The orig-
inal design decision was to host the logic of detecting events on a
single node. Therefore, ensuring reliability did initially not require
specific mechanisms beyond well-known distributed systems mech-
anisms for active and passive replication [62, 96]. Nevertheless, in
developing query languages for such systems, important foundations
for consistent event processing were made. For example, the Snoop
language [25] and later Tesla [30] have identified very fundamental
concepts that allow modeling the execution steps of most event pro-
cessing systems (cf. Chapter 2), like selection policies for events, and
consumption policies to evict events from a window. Building ap-
propriate execution models are a prerequisite for our contribution to
understand when and how to replicate an operator state.
With the emergence of distributed event and stream processing,
research early on accounted for mechanisms to respond to failures.
Early work noted that responding fast to failures can be accomplished
by relaxing the consistency requirement [9, 54]. As part of the CEDR
(Complex Event Detection and Response) [12] language the poten-
tial of trade-offs between weak consistency models for improving the
performance are discussed. Balsas et al. [9] proposed an eventual
consistency model in which operators also produce events even if not
all input streams are accessible, e. g., due to node failures or unreli-
able or slow communication links. Consumers will receive a consis-
tent event stream only if all operators of an operator graph receive a
complete event stream. By annotating events whether they are pro-
duced on complete (stable) or incomplete information (failure), also
stronger consistency specifications can be realized. Then only those
events are forwarded which are stable. Jaques-Silva [54] proposed a
language extension for the SPADE language of System S [42] that al-
lows defining operator-specific recovery mechanisms. The proposed
consistency specification also follows from the weak consistency se-
mantic we discussed in Section 6.1.
Very similar considerations have been taken without explicitly fo-
cusing on node failures, but dealing with the effects of out-of-order
arrival of events [21, 67, 78]. Incompleteness is caused by the disorder
of events due to variations in event transmission times [21, 67] or com-
munication errors [78]. In an asynchronous system, long transmission
times and failures of nodes are known to be indistinguishable [40].
Therefore, these approaches define a skew an operator needs to wait
for resolving disorder of events. Late arrivals beyond the skew can
still cause inconsistencies. Acceptable disorder and latency are an
application-specific trade-off. In addition, those approaches provide
mechanisms to compensate effects once disorder of messages is ob-
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served, e. g., by aborting transactions when observing out-of-order
events and then restoring the state of the operator to a previous state
where disorder can be resolved. Mutschler et al. [76] proposed mech-
anisms to adapt the skew dependent on the CPU load in order to
optimize the performance gain of speculation and minimize the cost
for compensating for disorder.
In order to efficiently support the correction of incomplete process-
ing steps or the reinitialization of operator state, the concept of event
histories has emerged. Already Borealis [1] offered methods for time
travel, i. e., to process historical events, and Dindar et. al [33] propose
as part of the Pattern Correlation Queries (PCQs) semantics how to
improve the efficiency of event processing by historic access. Also,
publish/subscribe systems like PADRES [53] have proposed abstrac-
tions to access historical event steams. We also build as part of Mo-
bile CEP (cf. Section 5.3) and the safepoint recovery method (cf. Sec-
tion 6.3) on the idea of distributed event histories to initialize operator
state. In addition, we account for minimizing the number of events
to be preserved in the event history dependent on the progress of the
event processing system.
Many works aiming for strong consistency assume —in many cases
implicitly— that the nodes interact with respect to a synchronous
communication model, i. e., there exist upper bounds on message de-
lays, failures can be detected reliably, and events arrive in total order.
However, it is important to note that some of these strong assump-
tions on synchrony can be weakened dependent on the location of
the sequencer performing message ordering. For example, Bhola et
al. [15] notice that given reliable sources and an acyclic dataflow, the
total order property can be preserved in subsequent routing steps
even if brokers communicate with respect to an asynchronous com-
munication and can fail silently (unreliable failure detection). This
principle has been generalized for reliable publish/subscribe [69, 117]
and reliable event processing [111] to enhance scalability. Thereby,
the main synchronization effort for reliable total ordering is kept lo-
cal for each data source and event producer, while the subsequent dis-
tributed processing of events of distributed brokers can be performed
scalable without strong synchronization of brokers.
In accomplishing strong consistency for event processing under fail-
ures, approaches build on active replication and checkpointing, or a
combination. Active replication approaches [50, 111] keep for every
operator a set of k replicas. The replicas are placed on nodes, such
that for a maximum of f < k node failures, the operator graph has
for every operator at least one correctly working replica. Therefore,
replication involves significant run-time overhead in form of redun-
dant processing steps and messages. Voelz et al. [111] show that the
message complexity for replication can be bounded linearly with the
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number of replicas if synchronous communication is required only at
the sources.
Most systems aim to avoid or limit the use of active replication
and build on continuous checkpoints [64] to recover operator state.
Checkpointing the state of the operators reduces the run-time over-
head caused by redundant processing. Nevertheless, checkpointing
mechanisms require to take a snapshot of the operators state and
replicate this state. Compared to active replication, longer recovery
times are typically needed to initialize the operator state at another
node. Initialization can require additional overhead to transfer the
checkpoint to the new target destination. In upstream backup [39, 49]
checkpoints and additional state to recover unacknowledged events
is stored at preceding operators. However, the checkpoint is lost
when multiple dependent failures occur. The obvious improvement,
namely replicating the checkpoint at multiple redundant locations,
however, results in a significant transfer cost. Therefore, the proposed
safepoint recovery method [60] (cf. Section 6.3) builds on an execution
model to understand when an operator has completed a processing
step, and initialization can be performed only from replicated historic
events without checkpointing the operator’s state.
Subsequent work has also explored trade-offs between using repli-
cation and checkpointing. For instance, Heinze et al. [46] propose
to adaptively transit between mechanisms for replication and check-
pointing. Wermuth [36], studied reliable event processing in highly
dynamic environments where nodes communicate in an ad-hoc man-
ner. In particular, this work proposes a more fine-grained operator
state model than the proposed safepoint recovery. It accounts for in-
termediate processing steps and allows the combination of distinct
recovery mechanisms.
Even stronger abstractions beyond the introduced consistency model
has been proposed in the context of transactional stream process-
ing [19] and transactional event processing [3].
6.3 contributions
In this section, we summarize an own contribution to the safepoint
recovery method that ensures for a distributed execution of the opera-
tor graph a consistent detection of events in the presence of multiple
dependent failures [60]. Contrary to traditional checkpointing, the
proposed safepoint recovery avoids the transfer of operator state by
performing checkpoints only when the internal operator state is min-
imal. This allows both reducing run-time and recovery overhead.
In order to avoid the cost of checkpointing the entire operator state,
safepoint recovery detects points in the execution of the operator
when an initialization of the operator state can be performed from an
operator’s intial state by only replaying events of a stream, we sub-
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Figure 6.3: This figure shows the recovery of an operator upon a failure.
sequently refer to as historic events. This is accomplished —similar
to Chapter 4— by an execution model that captures expressive win-
dow semantics of an event processing system. The execution model
is used to detect so-called safepoints in the event stream from which
on a freshly initialized operator will produce a strongly consistent
sequence of events. In addition, safepoint recovery proposes how to
replicate minimal state to support fast recovery and sustain multiple
dependent node failures.
Safepoint recovery builds on a distributed f -reliable event history
EHI(tstart, tend) which allows retrieving for a stream I and a temporal
range
[
ti, tj
] ⊂ [tstart, tend] all produced events in deterministic order,
respecting the order imposed by the temporal timestamps. The event
history maintains for all events a logical timestamp ts. In particular,
an event ek with timestamp ts(ek) is a direct predecessor of el with
timestamp ts(el) if ts(k) = ts(el) + 1. Consequently, gaps, duplicates,
and disorder of events can be detected by each receiver by comparing
the logical timestamps of the received events.
Figure 6.3 illustrates how the event history abstraction is coupled
with the event processing logic. The event history for each stream
can be realized in two different ways. The EHS(tstart, tend) consists
of f + 1 replicas, in particular, the primary events are replicated to
sustain f failures. Alternatively, EHS can recover its state by repro-
ducing the events and their logical timestamps from information at
its predecessors. For example, in Figure 6.3 the state of EHa is re-
covered by reprocessing events from replicated primary events. An
additional failure, of ω→, EH→ could be recovered by reprocessing at
ω→ events from EHa and EH] starting with the timestamps stored in
the safepoint SP→.
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In consequence, a safepoint1 SPω for operator ω consists of two
parts. First, it comprises the logical time ts(SPω) when the safepoint
was captured, i. e., the event to be produced after recovery at SPω
will be ts(SPω) + 1. Second, for each incoming stream of ω, say Ij,
SPω[Ij] comprises the timestamp and point in the stream for which
ω is guaranteed to produce a consistent event stream. To avoid loss
of safepoints during failures, a safepoint itself is replicated at least
at f + 1 nodes hosting preceding operators or replicas of the event
history. In addition, safepoints of the preceding operators need to be
able to reproduce the event history of incoming streams. For example,
let ω′ be a predecessor of ω for incoming stream Ij, then a safepoint
at time t ≤ SPω[Ij] must be available at preceding nodes to restore
the event history EHω′ .
New versions of a safepoint of an operator can be added whenever
the execution model detects that the operator state can be reproduced
from a new safepoint. A new version is installed if it is acknowledged
by f + 1 replicas. Similar to checkpointing, the frequency in adding
new versions of safepoints can be traded for the effort in recovering
from failures, i. e., the lower the frequency at which versions are in-
stalled the higher will be the recovery effort. However, unlike for
checkpointing, the installation cost of a version by transferring only
logical timestamps is significantly reduced. Old versions of ω are
deleted if all safepoints depending on ω can be restored by a more
recent version of the safepoint. In addition, e in EHω can be deleted
on a node when ts(e) < ts(SPω) for the oldest installed version of
SPω.
In order to detect that a safepoint can be captured, the safepoint re-
covery builds on the following dependencies and behavior of the op-
erator execution environment. The operator execution environment
is assumed to comply with the following execution model (similar to
the execution model proposed in Section 4.1):
1. The operator ω works on a restricted part of the event stream
defined by a window W that determines the events to be se-
lected from its incoming streams Ij.
2. To find a specific event pattern described as part of an event
correlation language like Snoop [25] the operator executes the
logic fω that triggers a complex event whenever the pattern is
contained in W.
3. After a processing step (detecting or not detecting an event) the
operator execution environment selects a new window W ′ that
comprises events of W or events with larger timestamps than
those contained in W.
1 note, that we use here a more compact description of a safepoint then originally
performed in [60]
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Any produced event needs to be captured by the safepoint recov-
ery method, timestamped, and inserted into the event history. Fur-
thermore, whenever an execution step over a window is completed,
safepoint recovery needs to be notified by the operator execution envi-
ronment about the consumption of events from W. This allows keep-
ing track for each incoming stream Ij of the events with the smallest
timestamps comprised in W. Therefore, after every execution step
it is possible to determine SP(ω) by the timestamp of the last pro-
duced event, and SPω[Ij] as the lowest timestamped event which was
not consumed from W. The safepoint will yield a strongly consistent
event stream for all parameter contexts of the Snoop language, which
is known to be one of the most expressive correlation languages. Nev-
ertheless, the model will not capture all possible consumption poli-
cies which could be defined in theory. That would require to store not
only the first evicted event as part of the safepoint, but also preserve
all consumed events between two versions of a safepoint. Finally, the
granularity at which safepoints can be taken depends on the com-
plexity of the correlation function. Since the intermediate state of
the correlation function is not considered long processing steps will
also impose long recovery times. For such correlation functions pre-
serving intermediate state and snapshots of operator state can still be
worthwhile and may yield overall lower recovery times.

7
E V E N T A C C E S S C O N T R O L
Event-based systems interconnect many consumers and producers
and are dynamically deployed over heterogeneous nodes and do-
mains. Not all entities including the nodes managing the broker net-
work can be trusted in the same way, but typically require specific
privileges for the access of events. Without corresponding security
mechanisms for administrative domains to control security privileges,
event-based systems are intrinsically vulnerable to unauthorized en-
tities injecting unauthorized events, as well as declaring themselves
as legitimate consumers of events. Integrating appropriate security
mechanisms, which i) enable the management and control of secu-
rity privileges and ii) preserve at the same time important properties
of event-based systems, i. e., the decoupling of producers and con-
sumers, efficient routing of events, and scalability, is a very important,
but also highly challenging task.
In this chapter, we focus on problems related to confidential content-
based event distribution and scalable key management. In particu-
lar, we introduce mechanisms that can be used to control the access
of events with respect to the content-based subscription model and
counteract security challenges of event-based systems by a combina-
tion of methods from pairing based cryptography and the spatial
indexing model we introduced in Chapter 3. This chapter builds on
the following contribution:
F3: Muhammad Adnan Tariq, Boris Koldehofe, and Kurt Rother-
mel. “Securing Broker-Less Publish/Subscribe Systems Using
Identity-Based Encryption.” In: IEEE Transactions on Parallel and
Distributed Systems. IEEE, 2014, 25.2, pp. 518–528. doi: 10.1109/
tpds.2013.256
7.1 the problem of securing event-based systems
In an event-based system, there are two major security requirements.
First, an event-based system must enforce that only events produced
by authorized producers will be accepted by interested consumers.
Second, the event-based system needs to ensure that consumers can
only access the content of events to which they are authorized.
In addition, an event-based system should enforce privacy by pro-
tecting subscriptions and advertisements, i. e., the event-based system
should be able to deal with adversaries that are eager to learn the
interest of producers and consumers. Furthermore, the rights man-
agement used to enforce security and privacy policies should allow
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Figure 7.1: The figure illustrates key problems related to confidential rout-
ing and scalable key management
for flexibility, i. e., allow for dynamic subscriptions and unsubscrip-
tions, new advertisements, and granting new or revoking privileges
for producers, brokers, and consumers. Finally, the efficiency in rout-
ing events, bandwidth-efficiency, and end-to-end latency should be
affected as little as possible.
To ensure confidentiality and authenticity when exchanging events
over a non-trusted infrastructure, the content of events need to be
encrypted, and events must carry signatures. Encrypted events pose
a severe challenge for efficient content routing since in-network fil-
tering mechanisms for accomplishing bandwidth-efficiency typically
perform routing decisions exactly based on the content of an event
(cf. Figure 7.1a). Moreover, every new subscription or advertisement
can impose significant overhead in key management to enable pro-
ducers, brokers, and consumers encrypting content and verifying the
authenticity of events. For example, introducing a new advertise-
ment overlapping with |S| subscriptions would require with standard
asymmetric cryptography a significant number of O(|S|) keys and at
the same time violates the requirement of decoupling producers and
consumers (cf. Figure 7.1b). In the following, we explain these prob-
lems in the context of confidential event distribution and scalable key
management.
7.1.1 Distribution of encrypted events
Recall that the basic idea of content routing is to offer bandwidth-
efficient routing by filtering events early and possibly even perform-
ing additional event processing on intermediate brokers. Therefore,
every intermediate broker requires privileges for subscribing, pro-
cessing and publishing events. Given that event-based systems can
interconnect producers and consumers from distinct networks and
domains and brokers may utilize heterogeneous resources from mul-
tiple distinct stakeholders —for example in the Internet of Things
over domains of devices, network operators and operators hosted at
a data center— not all brokers should hold the same privileges, but
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only those trusted in their specific resource environment. For exam-
ple, consider a business process spanning two companies CA and CB.
Internal business events of CA and CB will only be processed on re-
sources in control of CA and CB, respectively. Nevertheless, some
events of relevance to the business process must be forwarded to con-
sumers of both CA and CB from brokers both residing in the resource
domains of CA or CB. Even within the domain of the company, there
may exist several subdomains and distinct resource environments
that should be isolated. For example, the manufacturing processes
should be shielded from the business processes and vice versa.
In turn, brokers with distinct security privileges will need to coop-
erate for establishing efficient forwarding paths. This requires from
brokers to exchange reachability information which can be used to
infer knowledge on subscriptions and advertisements of connected
consumers and producers. The kind of reachability information to be
exchanged also depends on the use of the cryptographic method and
how credentials are distributed in the broker network.
In summary, we are looking for methods that
• allow to efficiently routing events to authorized consumers via
brokers with heterogeneous security restrictions,
• minimize knowledge that adversaries can infer on subscriptions
and advertisements.
7.1.2 Scalable Key Management
In an event-based system, the key management must ensure the de-
coupling between producers and consumers. Similar to brokers en-
abling a decoupling of producers and consumers in forwarding events,
secure event-based systems require a key management service that
offers producers and consumers keys that allow to encrypting/de-
crypting the content and signing/verifying the authenticity of events.
For a producer and a consumer the ability to perform efficient secu-
rity operations depends on the frequency at which new keys need to
be obtained, the number of keys and the corresponding number of
cyphertexts that need to be generated in forwarding events.
Similar to the management of a broker topology, the number of in-
stalled keys should only be changed if the credentials of producers,
brokers, and consumers change, i. e., keys are no longer valid or are
revoked by the key management. The effort for the key management
depends on the set and number of keys that need to be installed at a
consumer and producer. Ideally, this effort should not depend on a
global view on the set of installed subscriptions and advertisements,
but rather on the credentials needed for producers to efficiently en-
crypt, decrypt, sign and verify the content of events. Ideally, key
management allows consumers generating as many keys as possible
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locally and in this way minimize the transfer and generation cost of
keys.
This requires to select appropriate cryptographic paradigms that
allow to encoding and decrypting events with minimal number of
keys. At the same time the way ciphertexts are generated needs to
be compliant with content routing forwarding schemes allowing for
local routing decisions of each of the brokers.
In summary, we are looking for methods for key management that
• preserve the decoupling of producers and consumers,
• support fine-grained restrictions on the content of events,
• minimize the number of keys to be maintained at the brokers,
• allow for dynamic key management.
7.2 related work
Wang et. al. [113] originally introduced and analyzed important se-
curity goals for realizing content-based publish/subscribe; they espe-
cially motivated central problems regarding routing on confidential
content and preserving the decoupling of producers and consumers.
Approaches for securing content-based routing typically address
i) secure event distribution techniques in preserving confidentiality
of events and ii) models for offering privileges and corresponding
cryptographic keys for producers and consumers to access and pro-
cess events. The two issues are often highly interwoven. In particular,
approaches concerned with confidential event distribution build on
different models of how the broker network can be trusted. For ex-
ample, in the role-based model to access events [14], the brokers are
trusted and will only accept advertisements and subscriptions of pro-
ducers and consumer if they can be authenticated with respect to a
specific role. The trust level of brokers can be organized in multiple
domains [85]. In addition, broker groups often build on a common
group key to ensure the confidential transmission of events [80]. Also,
the granularity at which key management is performed varies. PS-
Guard [102] proposed for a trusted broker environment a fine-grained
hierarchical key management accounting for ranges of attribute val-
ues by building on group-based key exchanges. A consumer covering
with its subscriptions k distinct value ranges of the hierarchy, there-
fore needs to obtain from the key server k distinct private keys. In
our proposal building on an identity-based encryption scheme [110],
we also follow a fine-grained hierarchical key management building
on the spatial indexing method that allows to establishing privileges
based on the level of ranges for attributes. The identity-based encryp-
tion scheme, however, reduces the exchange of private keys, i. e., only
a single private key per subscription and advertisement needs to be
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exchanged with a key server instance. Remaining public keys can be
generated locally by each producer, consumer, and broker. Therefore,
the cost for rekeying with the key server can be significantly reduced.
To limit information leakage of content-based publish/subscribe
Raicu and Rosenblum [88] propose encrypting only confidential con-
tent, but using other (non-confidential) attributes or even additional
attributes that can be used for the efficient routing of events. Sim-
ilar techniques have also been proposed later in combination with
fine-grained access restrictions in EventGuard [103], an extension of
PSGuard. In contrast, with the broker network in the identity-based
encryption method (cf. Section 7.3) one can define any arbitrary
trust levels. This allows, for instance, realizing the broker functional-
ity only by consumers themselves without requiring specific trusted
brokers.
Onica et. al. [79] surveyed alternative approaches in providing con-
fidential event-routing and compared the overhead imposed on key
management. In particular, two complementary alternatives to the
proposed identity-based encryption method were introduced: i) asym-
metric scalar preserving encryption [27] and ii) homomorphic encryp-
tion schemes [77]. A possible advantage of those encryption schemes
is that a broker does not even need the ability to understand what is
the content and still can perform computational operations on the
content, e. g., adding two encrypted values or performing a filter
operation. Such operations, e. g., the filter operation, can therefore
be used to perform bandwidth-efficient routing decisions. Also, the
type of operations are not only limited to filtering operations but
can also support more complex operations of event processing sys-
tems [101]. Nevertheless, building on these schemes or even com-
bining the strength of the encryption schemes with identity-based en-
cryptions is known to impose additional cost in key management [79]
and overhead for encryption/decryption [73]. This imposes at the
current state of the art limitations on the practical applicably of full
homomorphic encryption schemes regarding achievable throughput
and end-to-end-latency.
Extending trust models for broker-based networks in event process-
ing systems raises further issues. Schilling et. al. [95] note that the
transformation of events can allow also unauthorized consumers to
access events by using inference techniques on the complex events.
Therefore, the authors propose an access control scheme that miti-
gates this problem by allowing producers to annotate events with
access policies. Access policies define an acceptable level of infer-
ence threshold for which other brokers and consumers may access
events. The brokers therefore need to monitor the inference probabil-
ity and consolidate policies when forwarding events according to the
installed access. Palanisamy et al. [84] refine this idea and propose
specific mechanisms to enforce privacy constraints of consumers by
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explicitly reordering events dependent on the privacy requirements
at hand.
Beyond efficient key management as well as preserving confiden-
tiality of events in the scope of this thesis, establishing trust rela-
tions between the engaged entities is an important and worthwhile
research direction. A step in determining and controlling, is the work
of Dwarakanath et al. [35] on automatically deriving trust relation-
ships from the social context of the users. Another important future
direction addressed recently, is the use of secure computational en-
claves, for example, supported by the Intel SGX hardware. Initial re-
search findings have investigated routing and key management [75].
Also here identity-based encryption may be a good fit for scalable
fine-grained key management and at the same time facilitate integrat-
ing heterogeneous trust in entities and domains of an event-based
system.
7.3 contributions
In the following we detail a solution of our own on scalable key man-
agement that can be used to accomplish fine-grained content-based
filtering [110]. The proposed solution preserves the decoupling of
producers and consumers, while limiting the number of keys to be
exchanged. Furthermore, the approach offers efficient means to dis-
tribute events as well as to constrain in a flexible manner the duration
for which producers and consumers can access events.
The approach for ensuring confidentiality builds on pairing-based
cyptography, and a key exchange principle refered to as identity-based
encryption, which was originally described in [100]. In identity-based
encryption, a message can be encrypted with any string identifying
the content to which one or multiple recipients obtain credentials.
The underlying principle of using identity encryption is illustrated
in Figure 7.2. Assume Alice wants to send a confidential message to
Bob, identity-based encryption allows to generating a cyphertext with
a master public key and a string comprising the email address of Bob.
In this way Alice does not require to exchange with Bob a specific
public key, but only uses knowledge about the identity of Bob, e. g.,
performing a lookup in her local address book. The key management
service, controlled by a logically centralized key server, can generate
for Bob’s email address a corresponding private key, which will allow
Bob to decrypting the message of Alice. Similarly, if Alice decided to
send a message to a mailing list at a remote service, the key server
can distribute to all users including Bob credentials for the name of
the mailing list in form of a single private key. This way sender
and receiver remain decoupled by the key server functionality and
a sender is not required to exchange public keys with each possible
recipient.
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Alice@domainA Bob@domainB
1- Alice encrypts with 
“Bob@idomainB”
2- Bob authenticates
itself to the key 
server using its 
credentials
3- Bob receives
private key for 
“Bob@domainB”
4- Bob decrypts
message with 
private key
Master Public key is known
to every user
Master public key
Master private key
Master
Figure 7.2: In this figure the basic principle of identiy-based encryption is
explained.
As a next step, we show how the principle of identity-based encryp-
tion in combination with the spatial indexing approach Section 3.3
can be used to accomplish confidential event routing and ensure that
only authorized producers will be able to send events.
Producers and consumers can obtain credentials from the key ser-
vice for advertisements of producers and subscriptions of consumers.
It is important to note that the logically centralized key service func-
tionality may be physically distributed similar to the broker function-
ality of an event-based system. A key server owns the master key and
decides —based on the access policy specifications at hand— how
producers, brokers, and consumers can access events by granting cor-
responding credentials. Each credential obtained by a producer, bro-
ker or consumer is valid for a limited amount of time denoted as
Epoch and thus does not require explicit key revocation. With the
private key of a credential
PrA = (adv||ai||A||Epoch)
a producer can sign any produced event for which the credential was
valid. In particular, let adv denote a dz-string1 identifying the value
range for attribute ai in which the producer is authorized to publish
events. Before publishing an event e, the producer will encrypt the
content of its attributes. Let dz(e) denote the dz-string of e then any
consumer with a matching subscription needs to be able to decipher
e. Since each matching subscription of e can be represented by a
prefix of dz(e), a producer will generate for each prefix of dz(e) a
1 a binary string approximating a subspace of the event space, see Chapter 3
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Ciphertexts c1, …, ck for e
using k=|dz(e)|+1 public keys:
PuS[1] = ( ε   || ai || S || Epoch)
PuS[2] = ( 1   || ai || S || Epoch)
PuS[3] = ( 10  || ai || S || Epoch)
PuS[k=4] = (101 || ai || S || Epoch)
Event e to publish = 101
P owns credential for
Attribute: ai
Advertisement: adv = 1
Time period:     Epoch
Verify signature 
using k=|dz(e)|+1 public keys:
(fail)      PuS [1]   = ( ε   || ai || A || Epoch)
(pass)   PuS [2]   = ( 1   || ai || A || Epoch)
(fail)     PuS [3]   = ( 10  || ai || A || Epoch)
(fail)     PuS [k=4] = (101 || ai || A || Epoch)
Private Key for P with adv:
PrA = (1 || ai || A || Epoch)
B0
10
1
11
111101 10
P
1- Encrypt e = 101
c1, …, ck
Sig(PrA |c1, …, ck)
Credentials for
publisher/consumer/
broker
Replicated Key server
Private Key for s=10:
PrS = (10 || ai || S || Epoch)
4- Decrypt
e=Dec(PrS, c3)
5- Verify
Accept e
...
C owns credential for
Attribute:          ai
Subscription:   s = 10
Time period: Epoch
B1
B2B4B5
B3
Distribution 
tree for ai
2- Sign
3- Dissemination C
Figure 7.3: An example illustrating how event can be secured using identi-
ties corresponding to dz-expressions.
distinct ciphertext. For example, in Figure 7.3 the event ”101” will
be encoded as four ciphertexts c1, . . . , c4 for consumers obtaining a
credential with respect to dz-strings in {”e”, ”1”, ”10”, ”101”}. Each
ciphertext, can be generated with the known public key of the master
and the corresponding prefix of dz(e). The process of encrypting
events does not require additional key exchanges.
Any broker obtaining one of those credentials can help routing the
event in direction to the consumer with subscription ”10”. Further-
more, the consumer can decrypt the event by applying its credential
to the cyphertext c3. Finally, the consumer can validate the authentic-
ity by verifying the signature against any prefix of e, using the corre-
sponding public key. Since in the example e was signed with respect
to the advertisement adv = ”1” only the test for the corresponding
public key
PuS[2] = (adv||ai||A||Epoch)
will pass. Note that the producer may explicitly indicate the length
of the signature to minimize the number of verification tests. In turn
also the producer reveals the size of the subspace in which it is inter-
ested to publish events.
Consider the number of advertisements |A| and the number of dis-
tinct subscriptions |S| that overlap with any produced event in the
worst case. Standard asymmetric cryptography requires O(|A||S|)
key exchanges between a producer and consumer. The dz-based
key management will reduce the complexity for key exchanges to
O(|A|+ |S|). Every additional subscription and publication requires
only a constant number of keys to be exchanged with the key service.
The complexity of the number of cyphertexts and verfication tests for
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identity encryption can be bounded by O(log(|S|) since every cypher-
text or verification corresponds to the number of possible prefixes of
dz(e).
A further critical issue are suitable mechanisms for performing ef-
ficient event routing. Similar to the former findings of Chapter 3 the
broker overlay can be completely realized in a decentralized fashion,
i. e., realized by producers and consumers. For doing so, the bro-
kers only have to comply to the following invariant (also discussed in
Section 3.3): Brokers connect to one broker with same or coarser sub-
scriptions, and accept connections of brokers with the same or finer
subscriptions. Events will be routed bottom up in direction to brokers
with coarser subscriptions. In addition, a broker which can decrypt
an event will also forward the event to all its children except the bro-
ker from which the event was received. Similarly, consider a broker
B which connects with a subscription to a broker B′. In case B cannot
prove that its subscription is more fine-grained than the subscriptions
of broker B′, B′ will redirect B to a broker B′′ which is the parent of
B′. Otherwise, broker B′ may decide, dependent on the number of
connected brokers, to accept the connection request of B′ or redirect
B to one of its children.
As part of this process the brokers can learn something about the
interest of parents and children, namely whether they have finer or
coarser subscriptions. Therefore, the proposed security method en-
sures only a weak form of subscription confidentiality.

8
C O N C L U S I O N S
In this thesis, we highlighted intrinsic principles of building scalable
and robust event-based systems. In particular, the thesis highlighted
five important aspects of adapting event-based communications:
1. scalable and efficient distribution of events,
2. the elastic parallel execution of event detection,
3. dynamic migration of operators,
4. reliable execution of event processing,
5. and secure access control to events.
For each of the aspects, we identified important problems and chal-
lenges, summarized related work, as well as exemplified solutions in
a tutorial style building on own research contributions. Understand-
ing the principles of these mechanisms is an important foundation to
build large scale distributed applications. For example, robust and
scalable big data systems and IoT systems can highly benefit from
the adaptation principles in executing operators in a distributed envi-
ronment in order to meet important application requirements.
In our contributions, we have shown that the spatial indexing model
has many interesting properties to build highly scalable event-based
systems, execute publish/subscribe in hardware, and account for con-
fidentiality when forwarding events. A second guiding principle un-
derlying this work is accounting for the state of the operator’s ex-
ecution. By proposing a simple execution model of the operator’s
execution, we have shown that important requirements for the robust
execution of event-based systems can be accomplished, by facilitat-
ing the parallelization, the migration, and replication of operator’s
state. Although currently there exists a wide set of languages and
flavors of event-based systems, the underlying principles are already
influencing the design of many real -world applications.
While at present they have been accomplished forming overlays
over IT-infrastructures, in the future event-based systems may be a
more and more integral part of IT infrastructures, for example, in-
tegrated into future communication networks. This becomes appar-
ent in the area of Information-Centric Networking where important
principles of event-based systems are already enforced. This poses a
tremendous potential in providing better performance and also better
guarantees that are of importance to any application requiring real-
time analytics, e. g., any application in the domain of cyber-physical
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systems and the IoT. In order to benefit better from the ideas and
proposals of the thesis, the increased trend to a softwarization of IT
infrastructures is expected to play an important role. For example,
building —as discussed in Chapter 3— on accelerating performance
of publish/subscribe, is a good example of how the softwarization of
IT infrastructures can be used in order to improve the performance.
An important research direction is therefore to provide better pro-
gramming models of event-based systems that allow to benefit from a
heterogeneous infrastructure and select the right mechanisms needed
for communication systems. Also, future research may not only work
towards improving specific mechanisms for event-based communica-
tions, but also at dynamically exchanging the mechanisms dependent
on the environmental context at hand. Findings in this direction are
researched in the collaborative research center MAKI [4]. However,
understanding and verifying the correctness and the QoS properties
of such systems is still a major challenge for future research.
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